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Introduction

The rapidly changing state of India’s 
agricultural and retail markets provides 
Hindustan Lever with an opportunity for 
growth by enabling India’s large agricultural 
sector and connecting with the growing 
number middle-class urban consumers.

Opportunities and Intent 

India is currently in a period of economic growth and transformation that 
is unprecedented in its history. This growth has created a socioeconomic 
context with a growing divide between the swelling urban middle-class 
population and the large population of poor rural farmers. This new 
middle class has a set of rising expectations and aspirations about who they 
are and what products they wish to purchase while rural farmers are living 
barely at subsistence level.

Standing in the middle of these two increasingly disparate groups is 
Hindustan Limited Lever, a company whose future depends on both of 
these groups achieving success. Rather than wait passively for the future, 
HLL can leverage its core competencies and experiences to proactively 
satisfy currently unmet needs in the market for both groups in addition 
to helping fuel India’s economic growth. “The New India” outlines a suite 
of broad and bold strategies for HLL to grow its business as well as the 
important contexts in which they will be successful.
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India Today

What’s in this section:

• Overview of current conditions in India
• National trends effecting the agriculture sector
• National trends effecting the urban population
• Strategic Opportunities for Hindustan Lever



India Today

India is a country experiencing rapid growth 
and change. The world’s largest democracy, 
it is recognized as one of the most powerful 
markets emerging in Asia, boasting the fourth 
largest economy worldwide in terms of GDP, 
and the tenth largest in terms of market 
exchange rates. India is expected to grow 7 
- 8% in 2006 - dwarfing the 3.2% estimated 
growth of the U.S. - and a projected 5% 
annually for the next 50 years.
(Wilson, 10) 

Overview

India’s sudden growth spurt has not only economic, but also strong social 
and cultural implications. Its government struggles to keep up with the 
needs of a rapidly expanding population as citizens continue to migrate 
towards newly established mega-cities and a weak infrastructure and food 
supply chain shows its age. All three of these trends will effect the way 
companies within India conduct business. Through careful planning, 
however, companies can create innovative ways of not only addressing these 
problems, but also capitalizing on them as well. This section provides a 
closer look at these critical trends, their causes and implications, and the 
opportunities they present.
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Figure 1.

The growth of India’s GDP is exploding 

compared to developed nations like the 

United States. 

The World Bank Development Data Group,  
2002 Report
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Factors for Recent Growth

One of the primary drivers of India’s economic boom is its growing popu-
lation. As the second most populous nation in the world with over 1B 
people, it is also the seventh largest country in terms of area. India’s total 
population is expected to climb to 1.3 billion by 2030 and 1.7 by 2060. 
(Upton 8) 

India’s rapid growth can also be attributed in part to an increased interest 
in foreign investment. Beginning in the early 1990s, the Indian govern-
ment began to drop many of the restrictions they had originally placed 
on foreign investment in order to promote sustainable growth. (Upton 8) 
Consequently, the nation became an attractive investment for both na-
tional and international organizations seeking to capitalize on its enormous 
potential, leading to a rapid growth in the IT and services. These sectors 
quickly became the leading contributors to India’s GDP.

Social and Economic Trends

India’s recent population and economic boom has resulted in several 
nation-wide and interrelated trends. First, there has been an enormous rise 
in the population of the middle class as many Indians move from rural 
areas to urban centers to capitalize on the better earning potential created 
by the city-based services industry. Second, the Indian government has 
begun to  investment enormously in an increasingly strained infrastructure. 
Lastly, the agriculture sector is struggling to keep up with unprecedented 
levels demand for a variety of foods. 

Rise of the Middle-class
As people move from rural to urban areas in search of the opportunities 
typically found there, city populations are swelling. At least 28 percent of 
India’s populace inhabits the nation’s cities (Landes 30), and many more 
move in and out of them for temporary work. In the extreme southern 
states, nearly half the population resides in cities. In 1991, India had 23 
cities with one million or more people – a decade the number had swelled 
to 35 (Waldman). Spurred by explosive overall population growth, a 
booming middle class is driving a now unprecedented food demand.

The rise of a new, more affluent middle class has also spawned a new type 
of consumer. Middle-class households harboring greater buying power 
include roughly 200 million consumers and constitute the fastest growing 
segment of the population (Landes 30). Additionally, this group tends to spend 
a relatively large share of its income on food and branded products. The 
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India’s population is expected to surpass that 

of China in 20�0.

UN World Population: World Population Prospects, 
The 1998 Revision
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Although a huge new middle class has 

emerged, poverty is still prevalent, especially 

in rural areas.

Wikipedia.com, Article on India
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result is a growing segment of the population underserved by current food 
offerings.

Increased Investment in Infrastructure
As more outside companies outsource service and IT jobs to India, and as 
the population continues to grow, the national infrastructure is becoming 
increasingly strained. Historically, India’s restrictive protectionist policies 
have been detrimental to the development of their infrastructure by 
restricting access to the technologies of more developed nations. When the 
policy reforms of the early ‘90s began allowing outside involvement, the 
Indian government renewed their efforts to improve the country’s lagging 
infrastructure, largely in order to support the demands of a swelling urban 
workforce.

An improved infrastructure would benefit all industries within India, 
but particularly sectors that rely heavily on distribution, like HLL and 
the agriculture sector as a whole. Access to technology has always been 
limited for Indian farmers, and improved communication and distribution 
channels between farmer and processor will increase productivity and aid 
in the modernization of the severely outdated industry.

Insufficient Agricultural Supply
Higher income growth has reduced the incidence of poverty but also 
boosted food demand to unprecedented levels. While the service sector has 
enjoyed steady growth, the agriculture sector has experienced stagnation 
and suffers from low productivity and lack of investment. Government 
policies, highly fragmented farms, market systems, and outdated 
techniques all contribute to an agricultural system that soon will not be 
able to support the national demand. With a contribution of 25% of 
national GDP, the continued growth of India is dependent on an efficient 
and healthy agricultural system.

HLL’s interest in this disheartening trend is obvious. Realizing that existing 
policies are harming the agriculture sector, the Indian government has 
begun to repeal or lessen restricting power of many of them. Although still 
not widely practiced, food manufacturers have been afforded a new level 
of direct contact with farmers and the ability to circumvent previously 
necessary steps in the supply chain. Hindustan Lever now possesses the 
resources and means to help modernize a dangerously lagging industry, 
as well as the ability to strengthen the quality, quantity and price of their 
supply.

India’s growth and poverty rates
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Higher incomes and decreased poverty has 

inversely effected the demand for food. 

“The Elephant is Jogging”, Amber Waves, Volume 
2, Issue 1, 2004.
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The IT/Service sector is outstripping all other 

contributors to GDP. 

Wikipedia.com, Article on the Economy of India
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Strategic Opportunity

While not immediately apparent, all three of these trends offer HLL 
distinct possibilities for growth. The rise of the middle class has created a 
new type of Indian consumer who is underserved by the current market. 
A strengthening of the nation’s infrastructure allows HLL opportunities to 
increase the efficiency of their supply chain and bring their massive scale 
to bear on issues and opportunities. The insufficient agriculture sector has 
led the Indian government to drop outdated policies and provided HLL 
with the regulatory license to create positive change. HLL can capitalize 
on the economic possibilities these trends present as well as mitigate any 
potentially negative implications by initiating a proactive strategy to bring 
about positive change and satisfy underserved markets.

A more complete understanding of the functions, players and trends of the 
current market will facilitate a better understanding of how these trends are 
effecting the agricultural industry.
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India shows the most rapid growth potential 

of the BRIC countries. 

Dreaming with BRIC’s: The Path to 2050, A Report 
prepared by Goldman Sachs, 2003
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What’s in this section:

• Current market overview
• Process and key players
• The Mandi system
• Summary of initial findings



The Current Market

As India and foreign investors focus on the 
IT and services industry in urban areas, the 
country’s agricultural sector has been left 
behind.

Overview

India’s agriculture industry remains decades behind much of the country’s 
other economic sectors. While cities and service industries thrive as a result 
of the attention and investment of both national and private organizations, 
the agriculture and retail food industries have not enjoyed the same 
advancement. Outdated production methods, an inefficient market 
system and lack of organized retail outlets combine to create a difficult 
environment for organizational success. By examining the key players of 
the current agricultural market process and the value each contributes, 
industry-wide trends and restraints become more apparent.
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Current Process

The existing market process is a fairly linear value chain based on the 
simple exchange of money for food. In this chain, farmers use agri-inputs 
on small fragmented farms to produce crops; these crops are sold to 
commission agents in government-sanctioned “Mandis” at below market 
value. The agents resell the crops at market value or higher to processors 
(like HLL) or grocers. Next, the crops are processed and distributed to a 
reseller (generally open air markets). Finally, urban consumers purchase 
both the processed and unprocessed agriculturally-based products. This 
chain is both inefficient and inequitable.

Users

Activity

Detail

Farmers
Suppliers

1. Farmer purchases agri-
inputs.

2. Farmer plants and 
cultivates food

3. Crop is harvested and 
transported to the nearest 
Mandi

1. Agri-inputs are bought 
from either commercial 
suppliers (expensive) or 
the government (less 
effective).

2. Due to debt, lack of 
education and aversion 
to risk, farmers are using 
outdated and potentially 
harmful farm methods.

3. The farmer must take 
his own food to the 
market and often loses 
part during transport.

Farmers
Commission Agents

4. Farmer learns the 
market price of his crop

5. Food is weighed

6. Commission agents bid 
on farmer’s crop

7. Farmer is paid for his 
crop

4. The Mandi is the 
only place where the 
farmer can get pricing 
information.

4a. The price is set by the 
government.

5. The weighing process 
is often sloppy, resulting 
in crop-mixing and loss of 
material for the farmer.

7. It can often take days 
for the farmer to receive 
his payment.

Processors

9. Processor transports 
food to plant for 
processing.

10. Food is processed and 
packaged for distribution

11. Processed food is 
distributed to retailers

11. Retailers are often in 
remote areas and difficult 
to reach.

Retailers

12. Retailers buy food 
from processors 

13. Retailers sell food to 
end-users through small 
markets or bazaars.

13. Fragmented markets 
are difficult to penetrate. 

Commission Agents
Processors

8. Processors place 
bids to buy food from 
Commission Agent

8. Processors buy crops 
at a marked-up price 
without farmer benefit.

8a. Processor has no 
access to farmer and 
therefore no method for 
quality control.

Production Market Processing/Distribution RetailRe-SalePhase

Figure 7.

This process matrix shows the fairly 

linear phases of agricultural production, 

processing and reselling consideirng users, 

activities and details.
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Key Players in the Current Value Web

The key players in the value web, from seed to sale, are as follows:

Supplier
Agri-inputs are provided to the farmer by either private corporations or the 
Indian government. While government inputs are much cheaper, they are 
also much less effective in their yields. Private companies maintain much of 
the more effective hybrid stock, but have long been accused of exploiting 
farmers.

Farmer
While the farmer is central to the entire process, he has the least powerful 
role. Although the Indian government does offer some aid and price 
protection, farmers are usually at the mercy of both exploitive suppliers and 
commission agents, each constantly trying to maximize their profits. Razor-
thin margins and outdated policies, therefore, make it difficult for farmers 
to make any sort of sustainable progress.

Commission Agent
The commission agent is the middle man between the farmer and 
processor. They were originally instituted to ensure that fair price crop 
prices for farmers as well as protection from exploitive processors. In recent 
times, however, it is the agents who have been taking advantage, often low-
balling the farmer while charging processors a premium. The commision 
agent is a remnant of an archaic market system.

Processor
The processor buys crops from the commission agents for transport 
to their processing plants where the food is processed, packaged and 
shipped. Traditionally barred from any  direct contact with farmers, they 
consequently lack control over the quality of their product and little 
influence over what type of crops farmers grow. Hindustan Lever currently 
occupies this place in the supply chain.

Distributor
The distributor is responsible for delivering the processed food to retail 
stores and city-based markets as well as small markets and bazaars in the 
rural areas. Remote regions are often difficult to reach, particularly due 
to poor road conditions. Hindustan Lever serves as distributor of their 
products.

Reseller
Resellers range from large supermarkets in the cities to small open-air 

Figure 8.

The majority of the 600 million farmers in 

India have little chance  

to upgrade their farms and  

increase their earnings.
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Figure 9.

This diagram of the current value web shows 

the Farmer’s difficult position between 

Suppliers and Agents. It also shows how 

HLL sits between agri-production and selling 

to end-consumers.

markets in rural villages. Even though India boasts more than a billion 
customers and a retail food market estimated at $133 billion, small Mom 
& Pop shops continue to dominate retail food sales. Organized chain stores 
are emerging and expanding rapidly, but currently only account for about 
1 percent of food sales (Landes 33-34).

Government
The Indian government has several aid and subsidy programs in place to 
asssist farmers, however many of them are expensive and actually result in 
excessive debt for farmers. Under the guidance of the National Agricultural 
Cooperative Marketing Federation of India Limited (NAFED), the 
government also enacted a number of strict policies aimed at protecting 
the farmer from exploitive organizations. However, these policies are now 
being repealed as they have proven detrimental.  

Food
Money
Information/Resources

Government

HLL
(Distributor)

HLL
(Processor)

ConsumerResellerFarmer

Supplier

Agent

Government supplies 
market price to 
Commission Agents

Government 
provides farmer’s 
with subsidies

Farmer buys 
agri-inputs from 
suppliers

Commission 
agent buys 
crops from 
farmers

Processor 
buys food 
from agents

Reseller sells 
to consumer 
through small 
marketsReseller receives food 

from distributor and 
pays processor
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The Mandi System

As outlined in the previous section, Indian farmers must sell their food 
through commission agents at state designated mandis without the benefit 
of direct contact with processors. 

The current market system still primarily operates under policies created 
by the National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India 
Limited (NAFED) in 1958. Born out of an understanding of the key 
role agriculture plays in India’s economy, the NAFED was created to help 
promote the marketing, processing and trade of agricultural produce and 
to protect farmer’s from exploitation at the hands of large corporations. To 
carry out these directives, the mandi system was developed. 

Designed to encourage free market trading of agricultural produce, 
the mandi system also boasted the added protection of a minimum 
market price established by the government. This was accomplished 
by requiring all farmers to bring their crops to one of several state-
wide mandis. Operating currently as it did when first established, a 
government-appointed bidder evaluates the produce and sets an initial 
price. Commission agents then begin to bid on the crop until it is sold 
to the highest bidder. The highest bidder then weighs the crop and pays 
the farmer, who then in turn re-sells the crop, at a significant profit, to a 
processor like HLL.

While the mandi system does accomplish its initial goal of providing 
farmers with a minimum return, current inefficiencies in the system cancel 
out any benefits farmers might have seen in the past. At the village level, 
farmers are responsible for transporting their own crops to the mandi. The 
crop is consolidated by the “kacha aadtiya”, where farmers are charged a 
commission to be part of a truck load. Further, 2% - 5% of the crop will 
have been lost in spillage and transport by the time it reaches the mandi 
where, once again, fees and commission charges are exacted (Upton 3). 

Although agents are supposed to weigh the crops and pay farmers 
immediately, they often wait days before doing so without being penalized. 
During such waits, farmers must pay to use ineffective storage facilities, 
leading to degradation in crop quality and additional losses due to spillage 
and pestilence. The weighing system itself is also very inefficient thanks 
to the use of manual scales that only accommodate small increments of 
crops at a time and allow commission agents to consistently manipulate 
measurements to their advantage.
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Finally, farmers suffer as a result of the time a trip to a mandi requires. 
Many spend a full day getting there, and several more waiting for their 
crops to be bid upon and purchased. Thus, farmers become stuck in the 
unenviable position of not being able to turn down an agent’s bid due 
to the time and resources already expended to transport the crops to the 
mandi. Additionally, because there is no way to access pricing information 
prior to arrival at the mandi, farmers never know how much they will 
receive for their crop until they get there, where pressure immediately 
mounts on them to sell.

Summary

A study of the current agricultural market in India reveals a system that 
inadequately serves most of those involved. The supply side of the chain is 
hampered by outdated methods and policies, while the retail half suffers 
from inefficiencies and a lack of variety for consumers.

While HLL does not operate directly in either of these sectors, its profits 
are directly affected by both. The inefficiencies and resource depletion on 
the supply side of the chain threaten HLL’s sustained operation, while 
an untapped consumer market on the retail side offers an attractive 
opportunity. In the next section, we will examine these two areas in order 
to determine possible strategic directions.
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Market Analysis

What’s in this section:

Agriculture
• Overview of Agricultural Sector
• Trends & Insights
• Unmet Needs of the Indian Farmer
• Opportunities in Agricultural Sector

Retail
• Overview of Retail Sector
• Trends & Insights
• Umet Needs of Urban Consumers
• Opportunities in Urban Retail



Market Sector Analysis

The Green Revolution of the 1960’s was 
responsible for much of the success that India 
is beginning to enjoy. However, the age and 
inefficiencies of the resulting production 
methods and market system are becoming 
increasingly apparent as they are unable to 
satisfy growing demand.

Overview

Users at both ends of the value chain -- farmers and consumers -- are being 
underserved by the current state of the Indian agricultural market. Farmers 
have no access to afffordable inputs or information, and no direct contact 
with the processors who buy their crops. Urban Indian consumers are not 
satisfied with the retail channels or offerings they are presented.

Both areas offer HLL a strong opportunity. On the farmer end, HLL has a 
vested interest in increasing the quantity and availibility of their inputs. On 
the retail side, HLL has the ability to grow their product line to satisfy new 
demand while also tansforming the traditional Indian retail channels. This 
section will look at some of the user needs that must be met, along with 
the strategic opportunities they present.
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Agriculture Sector
Thanks to rich land, population resources, and technological advancements 
brought on by the Green Revolution in the late 1960’s, India has been 
able to increase its food production by 400% in the last 50 years, moving 
from an overall food deficit to a surplus (Landes 30). Today, the agriculture 
sector in India remains central to the country’s success. Until recently, 
farming was the number one contributor to India’s economy, and even 
today it remains the third biggest contributor at 35%. It is also the 
country’s largest employment sector, employing 65% or about 650 million 
Indians. Its effect on the country’s overall economic success is obvious. As 
noted earlier, India’s economy is expected to grow 7.5 - 8% in 2006 and 
farm output is essential as a key driver of sustainable economic growth. 
World Bank Vice-President Ian Johnson recently revealed that studies show 
that a 1% growth in farm sector productivity leads to at least 6% rise in 
earnings of the lower income farming group (PTI Feb 5, 6). A rise in this 
enormous group’s income could have a tremendous overall impact on the 
Indian economy.

While the Green Revolution was responsible for helping India get to where 
they are today, the production and market processes established then have 
since outlived their usefulness. Indian agriculture is horribly inefficient, 
with average crop yields among the lowest in the world. In order to meet 
the rising demand for food throughout the country while remaining a 
positive force in India’s economic development, production methods, 
resource usage, market systems and investment resources must all be 
improved.

Trends & Insights in Agriculture

Further research and analysis into the agriculture has revealed the following 
trends:

Lack of Funding & Support
The low production levels of small farms create thin margins for farmers, 
often just enough to live on. An average farmer, with about nine acres of 
farmland, could expect an annual net income of approximately Rs. 20,000 
($443) from soybeans and wheat together (Upton 3). Low incomes lead 
to limited capacity to invest in inputs and technology. Although, the 
government has a subsidy system in place to help farmers with the purchase 
of farm inputs, allowances don’t provide for more effective seeds or 
chemicals available from private companies. Non-governmental financing 
is available but very expensive, often driving farmers into irreparable debt 
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and leading to a high rate of suicide among farmers. 
Due to a lack of personal savings and expensive credit, Indian farmers 
are extremely risk averse. Rebounding from one bad season often proves 
impossible. With the lack of a national insurance program exacerbating 
financial problems, farmers are unable to experiment with new techniques 
in an attempt to grow their farms and income. Finally, government 
regulations concerning the purchase, storage and movement of farm goods 
have limited the amount of direct involvement from private organizations. 
Private investments only contribute 1.4% of total agricultural output 
compared to 24% for the economy as a whole (Landes, 33).

Inefficient Farming Methods
Although India is one of the world’s largest nations in area, it is quickly 
depleting its arable land. India currently utilizes an estimated 77% of the 
available cultivable land. In addition, the land that is available is being 
more and more heavily farmed, with crop intensity increasing by 130% 
from 1970 to 1990. This makes each successive season less successful unless 
this intensity is balanced with quality fertilizer. Additionally, the average 
size of an Indian farm is under 4 hectares – compared to a US average of 
440 acres – and there are over 90 million individually controlled farms 
throughout the country (FAO). The small, fractured farm structure is 
inefficient in both production and income. 

Small farms are also not able to justify use of larger equipment designed for 
scaled and more efficient methods of irrigation and harvesting. Not only 
are small landholders unable to afford the equipment but it is impractical 
on such small farm plots. Currently, two thirds of the area under 
cultivation is unirrigated and wholly dependent on rainfall for its irrigation 
needs. This confines the bulk of agricultural growth to a few well-endowed 
pockets while the overall industry remains mostly stagnant.

Indian farmers also suffer from one of the highest illiteracy rates in the 
world. This leads to a lack of formal training and understanding of more 
efficient methods, with farmers continuing to use outdated methods taught 
during the Green Revolution fifty years ago. 

Lack of access to information
One of the fundamental reasons farmers were required to go to a 
mandi was that it was the only way for them to get price information. 
Fifty years later, farmers continue to suffer from the almost total lack 
of communications in the rural areas. Not only does this continue to 
necessitate trips to the mandi, but it also slows the proliferation and 
adoption rate of new farming methods. Furthermore, farmers are unable to 
access information regarding new farming methods so therefore continue 
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to use outdated ones.

The lack of communication is also a problem for processors like Hindustan 
Lever. Because they are not able to open a direct dialogue with farmers, 
they lack influence over what types of crops are ultimately grown. Without 
direct access, it is impossible for HLL to establish any sort of relationship 
with their suppliers.

Progress Restricted by Policy
A lift on foreign investment restrictions in the IT and service sectors was 
largely responsible for jumpstarting India’s growth in the 1990s. However, 
the agricultural industry still has yet to experience a similar loosening of 
restrictions. Historically, private investors have been discouraged by policies 
that place restrictions on everything from size of land ownership, private 
storage and movement of farm goods to the scale of food processing plants.

The restrictions also hamper the farmer’s ability to grow their businesses. 
This outdated market system continues to be inefficient and costly. Land 
sale and lease restrictions make the benefits of farm consolidation difficult 
to achieve. Additionally, a lack of protection for parties involved in contract 
farming make the practice less attractive to risk-averse farmers. 
However, in light of the steadily increasing population and the agriculture 
industry’s inability to keep up, the Indian government has begun to loosen 
restrictions in hopes of increasing private investment and boosting overall 
productivity. Policies limiting private storage and interstate transport of 
food as well as direct contact between farmer and processor have recently 
been dropped in order to promote agricultural modernization and growth.

Unmet Farmer Needs

The aforementioned insights were helpful in determining the unmet needs 
of the farmers, in turn offering a possible strategic direction for HLL to 
take. The main needs identified were: 

Resources including affordable inputs, insurance or credit, and private 
investment
Farmer organization due to inability to communicate
Information/education to improve efficiency of farming techniques or 
market performance
Direct access to processor or market price information

•

•
•

•
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Agricultural Opportunities

As the Indian government reduces the amount of restriction it places on 
the agricultural market, they are creating new opportunities for private 
investors to influence the entire agricultural process. By allowing more 
direct contact between processors and farmers, HLL is in a position to 
positively effect the supply side of the chain.

While this may seem like a low-rewards strategy, it must be understood 
that the rewards of this approach will be realized on the other end of 
the chain. By working with the farmers to raise the efficiency of crop 
production, HLL will gain more plentiful and higher quality inputs. With 
the amount of arable land and the returns on that land steadily decreasing, 
the only growth strategy left open to HLL is to increase the efficiency of its 
supply.

Co-creation is an essential part of this strategy. More specifically, HLL 
can work with farmers to educate them on better and more efficient 
production. This is a win-win situation for both parties – farmers get better 
returns on their land and HLL gets better product. HLL can also work to 
provide farmers with needed inputs at a cheaper price as well as financing 
and insurance options. Finally, HLL can make market information 
available to farmers, providing them with a better understanding of their 
crops’ value while allowing HLL to buy direct.
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The Retail Sector
Population density in some of India’s cities top 28,834 persons per km 
(2005 Mumbai) (http://encyclopedia.worldvillage.com/s/b/Mumbai). 
Overall, as noted earlier, the numbers of urban dwellers is on the rise, 
comprising approximately 28% of India’s population and growing at about 
3% annually (Landes 30). Although India is still home to a large share of 
the world’s poor, this percentage is declining, and a significant, relatively 
affluent, middle class has emerged in urban areas. Middle-class households 
with buying power well above average include roughly 200 million 
consumers and constitute the fastest growing segment of the population. 

Because the average Indian household spends about 55 percent of its 
income on food—a much higher share than in developed countries—
changes in food prices resulting from new domestic and trade policies 
are also driving changes in food demand. Middle-income and urban 
consumers are likely to spend an even greater percentage of their income 
on upgrading and diversifying their diets, requiring high quality, yet 
convenient foods (Landes 31).  
 
This new class of consumers should have a significant effect on what 
products are produced and brought to market.  An increase in demand 
for fruits, vegetables, edible oils, and animal products since the 1980s 
has caused producers, distributors, and retailers to scurry to fill the 
markets with these products. Consumers now require that their fruits 
and vegetables are fresh, and are increasingly particular about where they 
shop for them and what they buy. Suppliers are currently having difficulty 
responding to the rising demand due to poor infrastructure, inefficient 
markets, and low investment. 

Urban Indians in smaller cities, and until recently in the large cities as 
well, had to travel to many different resellers to fulfill all of their food and 
hygiene needs. A few of these include:

Departmental stores: Similar to convenience stores in the United States, 
departmental stores are scattered throughout small and large cities. Most 
urban Indians purchase the majority of their processed foods and other 
staples here, such as sea salt and rice. These stores are intended to be easily 
accessible for urban populations, where people can quickly run out to 
purchase goods to make their meals. 

Open air markets: Fruits and vegetables have long been important in 
Indians’ diets, as the country is largely vegetarian. In the cities, people visit 
open air markets to purchase their fresh fruits and vegetables. This type 
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of market remains the primary location to fulfill people’s ever-increasing 
desire for the best and freshest produce.

Meat stalls: Small locations primarily selling a variety of meats.

Pharmacy: Indians purchase their hygiene products (soap, shampoo, etc.) 
and medicines here.

This market structure is not only taxing on consumers, but it also makes 
it nearly impossible for retailers to accommodate their customers’ needs 
(Gottumukkala).

Trends & Insights

Several trends relating to the Indian consumer shopping experience have 
emerged. 

Organized chain stores are a growing market
Since approximately 2001, organized chain grocer stores have emerged and 
are expanding rapidly in order to garner a higher percentage of India’s USD 
133 billion retail food market. In 2004, chain stores accounted for only 
about 1 percent of food sales (Landes 33-34) but are increasing rapidly in 
number and market share in large metropolitan cities.
 
Change in eating patterns
Indian food consumption patterns have diversified significantly in recent 
years. Consumption of fruits, vegetables, edible oils and animal products 
is rising much faster than that of wheat and rice, staple grains in the 
Indian diet (Landes 31). For example, poultry is finding broad consumer 
acceptance and the sector is growing 10-15 percent per year – ranking it 
among the fastest growing poultry markets in the world.

Indian are becoming more demanding shoppers
This trend is leading to the emergence of a new retail model in India: as 
consumers have more money, they are not only looking for higher quality 
foods, but also demand more compelling experiences. In Madhra Pradesh, 
supermarkets are becoming very popular and in many ways are similar 
to those in Western countries. Shoppers can find all types of foods, both 
domestic and imported, and peruse the aisles with their shopping carts. 
When they are finished shopping, they queue to have their purchases 
scanned and prepared to leave the store (Gottumukkala).

In some ways, however, Indian supermarkets have become more 
sophisticated than many of their Western counterparts. They have become 
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destinations, not just a space to purchase goods. Trips to the supermarket 
have become social outings for the whole family, featuring café areas 
where people can congregate and have coffee and pastries. Many also have 
incorporated sections where people can listen to music (Gottumukkala).

Stores still suffer from lack of penetration
Supermarkets are not yet the answer to all of Indians’ shopping needs, 
however. Not yet as ubiquitous as departmental stores, people only visit 
them to purchase large amounts of food or to socialize. The supermarket 
is considered an outing, not a local place to make all of one’s purchases. 
In order to be assured of quality, most consumers still do their shopping 
at the traditional departmental stores, stalls, and markets, purchasing 1-3 
days worth of supplies at a time. Additionally, with the rise of incomes, 
more households employ domestic aids, who prefer the convenience of the 
departmental stores and the quality of the meat stalls and open-air markets.

Unmet Urban Consumer Needs

As an increasing number of Indians relocate to the cities, the following 
consumption needs are failing to be met:

• Consumers are still lacking the variety of food they desire
• Larger stores are not as convenient as most would like

Retail market Opportunities

The rapid influx of the middle-class and the mass migration to cities has 
opened up dramatic new opportunities for businesses. Tastes and spending 
habits of these groups are changing, and a company such as HLL could 
create new opportunities by accommodating their needs.

It will be essential that any new player in this urban market understand 
their customers and provide goods and services that satisfy them. As in 
much of the civilized world, consumers’ spending power is being harnessed 
by companies able to deliver on desires. This not only involves telling 
customers what they want to hear through marketing, but also being 
attentive to their needs.

Middle-class urban Indians seem to want a shopping experience that is 
immersive, where they can buy high-quality goods at convenient locations. 
The division between the different markets is inconvenient for most 
Indians. Additionally, because departmental stores are primarily frequented 
for reasons of accessibility and supermarkets for the experience, HLL 
should seek to unify these attributes via the creation of chain stores that 
fulfill both material and social needs.
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HLL can also satisy consumer needs by guaranteeing a variety of superior 
goods at their markets. The experience and goods presented will need to be 
localized for different states, as people’s tastes vary widely from region to 
region.
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Market Opportunities

Two distinct opportunities emerged from 
analysis of the current market: 

The 650 million farmers who currently 
have little access to affordable agri-inputs, 
knowlege, or to purchasers of their crops 
present a vast market opportunity to the 
right company. In addition, enabling this 
group to be more productive would have a 
profound effect on India’s economy overall. 

Urban middle-class consumers’ needs 
for new premium branded products and 
experiences are not being met.

1.

2.
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Hindustan Lever Limited

Hindustan Lever Limited is one of India’s 
oldest and most efficiently run companies. 
The company is managed natively and 
employs over 40,000 throughout the sub-
continent. Moreover, their brands are the 
strongest in their respective categories with 
over 2/3 of the Indian population using HLL 
products everyday.
(hll.com)

Overview

Now that we’ve established two opportunities in the market, we must 
examine how HLL is best equipped to capitalize on them. An analysis 
of the company’s historical and current performance reveals several core 
competencies that can be leveraged to meet these opportunities.
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Background

Unilever’s presence in India began in 1888, when goods from England 
under the name Lever Brothers first showed up in Indian ports. By 1931, 
Unilever had set up its first Indian subsidiary, Hindustan Vanaspati 
Manufacturing Company, followed by Lever Brothers India Limited 
(1933) and United Traders Limited (1935). The three companies 
merged to form the company Hindustan Lever Ltd. in 1956, the first 
foreign subsidiary to offer a percentage of its equity to the Indian public. 
Currently, Unilever holds 52% of the equity in HLL, with the remaining 
shareholding being distributed among 380,000 individual and corporate 
investors. HLL is single-minded in identifying itself with Indian aspirations 
and needs in every walk of life regardless of income.

HLL has mastered forming business relationships with companies and 
individuals. Over the years, they have partnered with or acquired the 
following companies:

Brooke Bond
Lipton
Pond’s
Tata Oil Mills Company
Lamke Limited (another Tata company)
Kimberly Clark Corporation
Kothari General Foods
Cadbury India
Kwality Icecream Group
Modern Foods
Cooked Shrimp and Pasteurized Crabmeat (Amalgam Group of 
Companies)
Pepsi

Today, Hindustan Lever Limited (HLL) is India’s largest Fast Moving 
Consumer Goods (FMCG) company, touching the lives of two out of 
three Indians and employing over 40,000. Their businesses are comprised 
of over 20 distinct categories in Home & Personal Care Products and 
Foods & Beverages. Current sales in India are approximately Rs. 10,000 
crores (Rs. 100 billion or USD 223 million) annually, comprising 4 million 
tons of goods. HLL is also one of India’s largest exporters.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

HLL Revenue by Percentage of Product Sales - 2003

Food Products

Home Cleaning

Personal Products

Chemicals, 
Agri-products

Other

44%

24%

29%
2%
1%

Figure 10.

2�% of Hindustan Lever’s revenues are 

generated by food products.

H.L.L. Annual Report, 2003
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The Hindustan Lever Mission

HLL follows its parent company’s mission to “add vitality to 
life”. They strive to meet everyday needs of nutrition, hygiene, 
and personal care products that help people “feel good, look 
good, and get more out of life”. They own over 80 factories, work 
with over 2,000 suppliers and associates, and have a distribution 
network of about 7,000 redistribution stockists, covering the entire 
urban population and about 250 million rural customers.

Core Competencies

Hindustan Lever has several demonstrated core competencies. The are best 
illustrated through an exploration of the many initiatives the company has 
undertaken in recent years. The following section is a summary of findings. 
For a complete list please see Appendix B.

Distribution
With respect to distribution related activities like sales and marketing, 
HLL is second to none in pushing the boundaries of what is possible 
financially, structurally, and logistically. Beyond its pioneering work 
FMCG distribution, the company has sought to instill in its customers an 

Personal Care Food Laundry Water Treatment

Personal Wash
Lux
Lifebuoy
Liril
Ha 
Breeze
Dove
Pears
Rexona

Skin Care
Fair & Lovely
Pond’s

Hair Care
Sunsilk Naturals
Clinic

Oral Care
Pepsodent
Close-up

Deodorant
Axe
Rexona

Cosmetics
Lakme

Tea
Brooke Bond
Lipton

Foods
Kissan
Knorr Annapurna

Coffee
Bru

Ice Cream
Kwality Wall’s

Surf Excel
Rin
Wheel

PureIt

Figure 11.

Hindustan Lever’s product architecture 

shows the breadth of their offerings. Refer to 

Appendix A for a complete list.
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elevate sense of brand experience while simultaneously providing greater 
and more varied access to its products as well as improved clarity to its 
communications. New initiatives include raising brand visibility through 
in-store promotions, store-based product facilitators, and self-service. HLL 
has enabled an even further level of personalization and brand experience 
in the direct sales arena with its ground-breaking Hindustan Lever Network, 
having amassed an army of consultants 250,000 strong with access to 80% 
of city dwelling Indians.

Figure 12.

Hindustan Lever Limited has four Core 

Competencies which are key to responding 

to current opportunities within the market.

Marketing Sales
Native

know-how
Innovation

distribution

Native know-how
Buttressing the novel initiatives is an unmatched commitment to training 
not only its own employees but channel partners as well -- more than 
300,000 in total -- resulting in a supremely confident sales and marketing 
force with the ability to maximize the brand experience for consumers. 
Furthermore, because HLL employees are generally native born, hail from 
all regions of India, and encompass a wide spectrum of social classes, 
cultures, and religions, an extra layer of intimacy is granted to them in 
their efforts to promote the brand.

Also vital to HLL’s business model and mission are the programs that they 
have created to aid the communities of India, whether wealthy or poor. 
These projects fall under the category of “Citizen Lever”, and incorporate 
health & hygiene education, women’s empowerment, water management, 
education & rehabilitation of special or underprivileged children, care for 
the destitute and HIV-positive, and rural development.
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HLL has also responded in cases of national calamity and adversity, 
contributing generously through various welfare measures. Most recently, 
HLL has rebuilt a village in earthquake affected Gujarat, and provided 
relief and rehabilitation after the Tsunami caused devastation in South 
India in 2004. 

Over the last three years the company has embarked on an ambitious 
program, Project Shakti. Through Shakti, HLL is creating micro-enterprise 
opportunities for rural women, thereby improving their livelihood and the 
standard of living in rural communities. Shakti also includes health and 
hygiene education through the Shakti Vani Program, and creating access to 
relevant information through the iShakti community portal. The program 
now covers about 50,000 villages in 12 states. HLL’s vision is to take this 
program to 100,000 villages impacting the lives of over a 100 million rural 
Indians. 
 
HLL is also running a rural health program – Lifebuoy Swasthya Chetana. 
The program endeavors to induce adoption of hygienic practices among 
rural Indians and aims to bring down the incidence of diarrhea. It has 
already touched 70 million people in approximately 15,000 villages of 8 
states. The vision is to make a billion Indians feel safe and secure.
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Lifebuoy Swasthya Chetana

Fair & Lovely Foundation

Out-of-Home
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Nutrition & Health

Enterprise takeovers

TPM
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Project Shakti Project Shakti Project Shakti

Greening Barrens Greening Barrens

Supermarket MarketingSupermarket Marketing

RSNet RSNet

HLL Network (HLN) HLL Network (HLN)

Health & Beauty Health & Beauty Health & Beauty

Ice Cream Cart Ice Cream Cart Ice Cream Cart Ice Cream Cart

Rebranding

3 Roses3 Roses

Rebranding

Figure 13.

Hindustan Lever’s history of success 

is apparent across all ten types of 

innovation.



Innovation
HLL has traditionally been known as a company that values technology 
and invests heavily in developing new processes and innovations that 
make the company run more efficiently. They currently employ over 200 
scientists and technologists, many with advanced degrees from the U.S. 
and Europe, who run Global Technology Centers and the Hindustan Lever 
Research Centre (HLRC), established in 1958 and now with facilities in 
Mumbai and Bangalore. As an ancillary benefit of its subsidiary status, 
HLL enjoys access to Unilever R&D resources, expanding its ability 
to innovate as well as its grasp of the most current trends. Resulting 
advancements allowing for the substitution of expensive ingredients with 
cheaper ones has led to savings in the billions. Other breakthroughs have 
elevated the company to leader status (like in hybrid seed production) have 
yielded widespread quality improvements in all of its different brands.  
Finally, applied research has helped to make HLL exports both a globally 
competitive and sustainable enterprise. 

Summary
Hindustan Lever’s experiences in civil responsibility and native know-how 
will assist in establishing stronger relationships with farmers. A proven 
history of innovation will help with the creation and establishment of new 
communications systems for farmers. Marketing and distribution skills will 
be leveraged to help bring new products to market and connect with a new 
segment of consumers. 

This enormous network of brands, innovation, and distribution has 
made HLL extremely profitable to this point, and makes them prime to 
undertake a complete overhaul of India’s agricultural system. The result 
of such a project would likely have effects on the company and the entire 
population of India that could quite literally change the world.
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Strategies for The New India 

With current trends and the company’s core 
competencies in mind, Hindustan Lever 
Limited has two broad growth strategies 
it can pursue at each end of its value web: 
Enable Agriculture and Connect Consumers. 

Strategy Overview

HLL currently sits between agricultural production and retail sales, 
working primarily as a processor, marketer and distributor of branded 
consumer health and beauty, home cleaning and packaged food products. 
In its current position, it touches both ends of the value web yet has a 
strategic stake in neither. These two broad strategies will look to grow HLL 
revenues by fulfilling unmet needs in the market as well as shore up their 
strategic position.
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Enable Agriculture

HLL Learning 
Network

Farmer 
Advocacy Board

HLL Depot

Educate Village Leaders
Mentor Farmers
HLL University
Educational Newsletter
Wired Communities

Resource Provisions
Resale of Bulk Purchases
Access to Equipment
Guidance Services
Farmer Organization
Financing/Credit/Insurance
Efficiency Research

Project Sailesh
E-Choupal Network
HLL Service Desk
HLL Depot Retail
Crop Pick-up
Quality Scanner
Better Scales
Storage

Connect Consumers

HLL Branded 
Food

HLL Retail

Tiered Food Products
Vitamin Supplements
HLL Seal of Freshness
HLL Brewery
Brand Campaign

Regional Grocer Chains
HLL Branded Foods
IKEA for Food
POP Materials
Leverage Non-food Brands

The New India

Figure 14.

Concept system hierarchy for the New 

India strategic plan.



Enable Agriculture
At one side of the value web, in the agricultural sector, Hindustan Lever 
can use its size and financial might to help transform the sector while 
benefiting greatly through better crop prices, a more consistent quality 
of inputs, and the ability to support new products. On this side of the 
web, farmers are hamstrung by government policy, little formalized 
agricultural education, a lack of negotiating power, and middle men 
who take a percentage of yield while adding little to no value. Hindustan 
Lever Limited will help transform the industry through three system level 
initiatives: HLL Depot, the HLL Learning Network, and finally, a Farmer 
Advocacy Board. 

Key to this broad Enable Agriculture strategy is recognition that the 
transformation of the Indian agricultural industry is imperative for India’s 
economic growth to continue, and consequently, HLL’s continued success 
in the market. Rather than attempting to affect this transformation 
through government subsidies and handouts, HLL must instead empower 
Indian farmers to become more productive, resulting in an increase of their 
earning, investment and spending powers. Should individual farms and 
farmers find themselves unable to achieve a higher state of productivity and 
self-reliance, HLL will enable their relocation to cities via equitable buyouts 
of land and educational programs that will integrate the rural populace 
into their new urban surrounding.  This will also provide a wellspring of 
possible workers for city-based HLL factories and the new HLL Retail 
initiative documented later in this report. 

Only by working with farmers directly in a co-creative fashion can the 
transformation and the Enable Agriculture strategy pay dividends for 
Hindustan Lever. If the strategy works, it will not only help farmers and 
their families lead easier lives but will provide real benefits to the Indian 
economy and a significant brand respect and revenue increase for HLL.

Thus, through the following systems, HLL will help to modernize 
agriculture, enable continued economic growth in India, and support a 
move to the city for rural citizens who wish to move there.
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Enable Agriculture Value Web

Enable Agriculture is a balanced strategy that both replaces and adds 
nodes to the current value web. It is most aggressive in its move to replace 
Commissions Agents and the traditional mandi system. The HLL Learning 
Network and Farmer Advocacy Board add additional nodes to the value 
system with little cost to HLL. These nodes are primarily information-
based so their value is disproportionately high compared to their financial 
cost to HLL. Each adjustment in the value web directly addresses farmer’s 
needs, sometimes in multiple ways.

Government

Farmer

Supplier

Agri-inputs, financing 
and organizational tools

Advocacy board buys 
agri-inputs from suppliers

HLL buys food directly 
from farmer

HLL Learning 
Network

HLL Farmer  
Advocacy Board

HLL
Depot

Information and tools for 
communication

Government 
provides farmer’s 
with subsidies

HLL funds Learning 
Network

Food

Money

Information/Resources
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HLL Depot

For the over 650 million agricultural workers 
in India with currenly little access to market 
information or the end-buyers of their crops, 
HLL Depot will provide a suite of systems 
that inform and empower them, resulting in  
better prices for their yields.

Overview

The current market structure of the Indian agriculture system was 
established by the Indian government to protect farmers. The government 
mandated the use of an open market system in order to guarantee that the 
farmer’s were receiving fair value for their crop and not entering into poor 
agreements with large corporations. However, the mandi system as it exists 
today does more to harm those it was designed to protect.

The breakdown of the mandi system is mainly due to the increased power 
of the commission agents (CA). Craving ever higher profit margins, they 
have usurped farmers’ negotiating power and created a system in which 
they dictate prices, fair value or not. In addition to unfair pricing, other 
mandi problems include inaccurate weighing of goods and requiring the 
farmers to wait (often days) for payment.

Some companies, however, have discovered loopholes in the system. The 
key is providing farmers with an alternate location to perform the services 
that were traditionally only available at the mandi, namely access to pricing 
information that would ultimately determine whether farmers should 
sell their crops at the mandi or directly to processors. In addition to this 
strategy, HLL can offer other services that the mandi lack -- complimentary 
crop pick-up and rapid payments, for example -- to position themselves 
as a preferred alternative. Such an option would afford farmers a stronger 
position in the decision making process, while HLL would enjoy direct 
contact and more influence with their suppliers.

To be effective, HLL will be required to be in close proximity to the 
farmers. Whether converting choupals (traditional meeting places for 
Indian farmers to exchange advice and information) to HLL-choupals or 
creating a new networks entirely, HLL must establish physical presence 
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within rural communities as well as online in order to best serve their 
interests.

Through these measures, HLL primarily aims to create a more seamless 
process of getting well-grown crops from the farmers to the consumer 
(whether in rural communities or in cities). In addition, these projects will 
promote HLL’s brand recognition while positively impacting Indians’ lives 
and economy.

The following are HLL Depot system components that the company could 
implement in order to circumvent the mandis (and thereby the CAs), 
enabling them to work directly with the farmers. 

Detailed System Concepts

Project Sailesh aka Shakti for Farmers
HLL must leverage the distribution network and brand recognition that 
they have established through Project Shakti. As Project Shakti supported 
Unilever’s tagline “feel good, look good, get more out of life” through 
education and disbursement of hygiene products, they can likewise 
with foods. Project Sailesh will build on the existing network of people 
(especially women) involved in Project Shakti to teach the rural poor about 
nutrition, as well as provide them access to the foods that will fulfill this 
mission.

The major difference between Project Shakti and Project Sailesh is that as 
Shakti distributes products that are preserved and have a very long shelf-
life, the products distributed in Sailesh are fresh and must be consumed 
quickly (or distributed with vehicles able to preserve the food). For this 
reason, the choupals will be leveraged as central points where farmers will 
not only sell their produce to commission agents, but to locals as well.

E-Choupal network
HLL must build a network similar to ITC’s e-choupals that will enable 
them to cut out the mandis with the government’s blessing. Since the 
government is concerned with the farmers receiving a fair price for their 
crops, they have also recently been open to allowing other systems that 
facilitate that goal. HLL’s fastest route to building out this network would 
be to partner with ITC, the highly successful subject of a Harvard Business 
Review case study on the topic. ITC’s e-choupal network is limited in 
only one of the states of India and is also limited in terms of crop pricing 
information. HLL could use ITC technology to build the network out to 
include all crops and encompass every geographical region of India.
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By building such a network, HLL will have direct access to farmers who 
produce many different kinds of crops throughout the country. The farmers 
will also regain the power formerly bequeathed to the commission agents. 
Depending on the markets, HLL may even consider paying farmers above 
the current market price of crops, as Starbuck’s has done in the U.S. with 
coffee beans.

An alternative to the e-choupals might be a roaming choupal. HLL could 
employ agents and outfit them with trucks that could drive to local farms 
with pricing information, goods to be sold, and information to aid the 
farmers with their crops yields. This would supplement a central, physical 
location.

HLL service desk
At the HLL local location, an expert, perhaps a former commission agent, 
will be available to aid farmers with first-hand knowledge of the issues they 
are facing. This expert will be charged with maintaining HLL’s business 
on a day-to-day basis, including interacting with farmers, performing 
and maintaining all on-location serving, and reporting back to HLL with 
news pertinent to the company. He will essentially act as an expert liaison 
between the farmers and HLL. In addition, this service desk will allow 
for immediate payment to farmers for their crops, in stark contrast to the 
current mandi system.

Hire Commission Agents to Work at HLL Depot
As the vommission sgents have acquired significant power in the value 
chain of food production and distribution, HLL must not simply cut 
them out of the picture. They have developed expertise in their locales, and 
eliminating them would not only waste that knowledge, but also alienate 
a very powerful body. HLL must therefore look for ways to employ them, 
possibly through commission incentives. Employment possibilies might 
include desk operations at HLL local locations, roaming experts in the 
communities of farmers, or other areas of the HLL company.

HLL Depot Retail
In addition to the HLL purchasing crops from the farmers at the local 
locations, HLL must also use this opportunity to sell products to the 
farmers. As access to fertilizers, seeds, tools, and other implements are 
scarce, the HLL Depot will be an additional service to the communities, 
as well as a supplemental income source for HLL. Moreover, it will be an 
important factor in ensuring farmers produce the best quality crops for the 
company.
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Crop pick-up
HLL should devise a way of not only purchasing crops from the farmers, 
but also picking them up. This would relieve a currently heavy burden on 
the farmers, as well as improve HLL’s quality control.

Quality freshness scanner (quality control agents)
HLL must ensure that the best quality crops are produced so that they 
can be sold at the maximum price to consumers. For this reason, quality 
control agents must be employed either to scan produce coming in to be 
sold by farmers or to go out into the fields and ensure that the farmers are 
properly cultivating their fields.

Better scales
In response to the errors made at mandis, local agents in the communities 
must be outfitted with better scales to properly weigh farmers’ food. These 
scales must be not only accurate, but consistent. HLL could 1) produce 
scales themselves, 2) contract out production and put their name on the 
scales, or 3) simply ensure that good scales reach the local locations.

Storage 
The HLL local location must have a space to properly store produce before 
it can go to the central distribution center. Without it, farmers’ precious 
yields could go to waste. HLL might leverage their ice cream cart freezer 
technology to facilitate this.

Strategic Mix

HLL Depot is a balanced strategy focused on replacing the commission 
agent / mandi node in the value web. This new node cuts out the middle-
man and supports multiple and currently unmet farmer needs by flowing 
both information and more money to the farmer while also allowing HLL 
to obtain more consistent inputs at lower prices.
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HLL Learning Network

For the over 600 million farmers in India 
with little to no formal education in modern 
cultivation techniques, the HLL Learning 
Network will leverage the network created by 
Project Shakti and other rural initiatives to 
provide a convenient and comprehensive suite 
of agri-education programs.

Overview

Agricultural Education looks to improve current farming practices 
by providing farmers with knowledge and tools for communication. 
Educational initiatives, accomplished through both high and low tech 
means, will raise social and economic standings of the rural class by 
providing them with the means to produce more efficiently and at higher-
quality, while at the same time providing Hindustan Lever with access to 
better inputs at a lower price.

The main focus of the HLL Learning Network is to teach farmers the 
most productive means of farming. One way of achieving this is through 
the establishment of one large or several small educational institutions. 
However, due to the dispersed nature of villages and low economic 
opportunity, other non-traditional methods of direct education must also 
be introduced. 

The other focus of the Learning Network mission is to empower farmers 
and villagers to make better choices for themselves. The Empowerment 
Network provides farmers and villagers with tools that allow them to 
make better decisions for themselves and share information across villages. 
Newsletters will provide information regarding nutrition and farming 
practices, and Wired Communities will allow villages to transfer and share 
information with one another.

While these concepts can have an immediate, positive effect on millions 
of farmers with nominal expense on Hindustan Lever’s part, maximum 
impact depends on both the continued rise of literacy rates among farmers 
and a strengthening of India’s communications infrastructure.
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Detailed System Concepts

Educate Village Leaders
While it’s not feasible to educate India’s 600 million farmers, educate 
the right ones can be an effective way to get the message passed along. 
Therefore, Hindustan Lever trained and funded teachers will travel between 
villages, instructing leaders on various subjects ranging from proper diet 
and nutrition, best practice farming techniques, and advice on what crops 
to plant in future years.

HLL trained mentor farmers
It is often more powerful to show than to tell. Hindustan Lever’s mentor 
program, through direct instruction with villages, is used to show farmers 
how to best harvest their land. Mentor farmers would visit farming villages 
with modern equipment and techniques in an attempt to get farmers to 
adopt new methodologies by showing them in practice. This technique is 
especially useful among the risk-averse, where buy-in is often difficult to 
achieve through conversation.

HLL University
A more traditional approach to education would be the establishment of 
local or state-wide universities where farmers could come to learn more 
about modern farming approaches. While this would require a significant 
investment on the part of HLL, it has far reaching implications not only 
within the agriculture industry, but also for HLL’s reputation of good 
citizenship and social consciousness.

Nutritional/Education Newsletter
An efficient and low-tech way of providing information to villagers 
in remote areas, Newsletters can be used to educate farmers and their 
families in proper nutrition and farming techniques. HLL produced 
and made available for free in the many local markets, the Newsletters 
seek to improve nutrition standards, help farmers decide what types of 
crops to plant, and teach the most effective ways of farming, while also 
fulfilling Hindustan Lever’s strong commitment to social responsibility and 
complementing other initiatives such as Project Shakti.

Wired Communities
Wired Communities utilize India’s growing communications infrastructure 
to connect villages and encourage the free flow of information. A village-
wide communications hub would be established to allow farmers to 
leverage simple and economical methods of digital communication such 
as SMS or email. Farmer’s would be able to share and learn from past crop 
planting and sale information, as well as increase cooperation between 
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villages that were previously unable to easily communicate.

Strategic Mix

The HLL Learning Network is another balanced strategy which adds a 
completely new educational node to the value web. Supporting farmers’ 
unmet needs for certain types of formal agricultural training through 
already established HLL-built, the network also provides the company with 
a new type of research and development tool, both in villages and at HLL 
University.
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Farmer Advocacy Board

For the hundreds of millions of Indian 
farmers toiling away on small and inefficient 
farms with little means to increase their 
productivity, HLL’s Farmer Advocacy Board 
will work to organize and maximize agri-
productivity through a suite of programs and 
tools which consolidate land use and finance 
new levels of crop output. 

Overview

Due to their level of influence and abundance of resources, Hindustan 
Lever is in the unique position to help their service providers improve their 
offerings. The Farmer Advocacy Board utilizes the strength and size of HLL 
to work on behalf of the farmers to provide increased access to agri-inputs 
and equipment while also providing guidance, financial assistance, and 
organizational and efficiency aid. Both parties benefit from the increased 
efficiencies of size this relationship provides.

Detailed System Concepts

Resource Provisions
Hindustan Lever leverages their buying power and a more organized farm 
structure to assist farmers in obtaining agri-inputs that were previously cost 
prohibitive or ill-suited to the small, fragmented farm size.

Resale of bulk input purchases
Hindustan Lever can obtain substantial savings by making bulk purchases 
from the suppliers of agri-inputs such as seeds, fertilizer and chemicals. 
They then resell these supplies to the farmer at little or no mark-up, 
allowing farmers who only buy for one farm each season to enjoy 
substantial savings and the increased benefits of modern inputs.

Access to modern equipment
Hindustan Lever is able to leverage their financial resources to purchase 
inputs and equipment and through loan or leasing programs, make them 
available at cost to farmers who normally wouldn’t be able to afford them. 
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Working in conjunction with a more organized farm structure, farmers are 
able to use modern, robust harvesting and irrigation equipment to increase 
farm efficiency.

Guidance Service
Hindustan Lever uses their expertise in management and research and 
development to help farmers organize themselves into a more cooperative 
structure, provide drastically needed capital and insurance, and pioneer 
new models of efficiency.

Farmer Organization
Hindustan Lever can help eliminate the inefficiencies created by small, 
fragmented farms by organizing farmers into alliances that effectively 
establish larger co-operative farms. These efficiencies will positively impact 
the supply chain by allowing farmers to plant, harvest and sell crops 
through a larger, more organized structure.

Financing/Credit/Insurance
Due to the relatively slim margins created within the traditional farming 
structure, Indian farmers are very hesitant to try new techniques in the 
absence of proper insurance covering crop failures. Hindustan Lever can 
provide insurance programs that will help lessen farmer’s exposure to these 
risks. They can also offer financing or credit to further encourage adoption 
of new, more efficient techniques.

Farming Efficiency research
Hindustan Lever’s competencies in research & development can be used 
to create new, more efficient ways of farming. By making these new 
techniques available to farmers at little or no cost, they will increase the 
quality and volume of their inputs.

Strategic Mix

The Farmer Advocacy Board is a relatively aggressive strategy in that it 
introduces a node in the value web that moves to organize farmers. While 
organized farmers may hold more negotiating power with HLL, they will 
also be more productive and more flexible in terms of providing supply of 
specific crops and volume as HLL has a need.
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Connect Consumers
At the other side of the value web, in the retail and consumer sales sector, 
Hindustan Lever has a window of opportunity to be a dominant player 
in the urban retail grocer business. This rapid and tremendous rise in 
the size and buying power of the middle-class consumer population has 
created a vast need for aspirational and branded products. HLL is already 
capitalizing on this need in some ways by introducing premium health 
and beauty products. However, further rewards can be reaped by directly 
entering the retail business and by producing a new wider range of branded 
consumer products. More specifically, HLL can pursue two system 
strategies to address unmet needs in the market: HLL Retail and HLL 
Branded Food.
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Consumer

HLL
(Distributor)

Reseller

Reseller receives food 
from distributor and 
pays processor

HLL
(Processor)

HLL
Reseller

Reseller sells to 
consumer through 
small markets

HLL sells to consumers 
through larger, branded 
outlets

Connect Customers Value Web

Connect Customers is an aggressive strategy that moves to make them a 
dominant player in the retail grocer market. While current grocer chains 
currently exist in some cities, HLL will move quickly to maximize their 
new chain’s reach and product variety. In so doing, they will introduce 
a new node to the value web and deliver a new type of retail experience, 
offering and price to Indian middle-class consumers while leveraging HLL’s 
scale and process mastery. Branded food will leverage Hindustan Lever’s 
expertise in innovation, marketing, sales, and distribution to generate and 
market new branded consumer food products. Through this effort, HLL 
could solidify its position as the number one brand in India.]

Food

Money

Information/Resources
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HLL Retail 

For a burgeoning urban middle class lacking 
consistent access to branded premium and 
international food products, HLL Retail 
will provide a new grocer experience with a 
breadth and depth of offerings never before 
seen in urban India.

Overview

Consumer trends in India, especially in the cities, show increasingly large 
middle and upper class populations with a need to differentiate purchases 
by brand and consistency of quality. HLL could capitalize on these trends, 
as well as the already growing number of grocery chains within India, 
to maximize sales of its food and consumer products. Futhermore, HLL 
could use its global reach, enabled through parent Unilever, to import 
international foods and sustain the growth of Indian food brands.

Detailed System Concepts

Regional Grocer Chains
Regional Grocer Chains are beneficial to Hindustan Lever in contrast to a 
national chain for several reasons. First, it allows HLL to explore the retail 
space one region at a time. This enables management to grow into this 
new competency while hiring the right people. Additionally, it allows HLL 
to be customer-centered in its offerings with respect to different regions. 
India’s extremely complex socio-cultural makeup would seem to necessitate 
distinct brand and management styles. Similarly, different regions might 
require different store sizes and cuisine choice. HLL might first consider 
a Regional Grocer in a region where it has considerable experience and 
success. Purchasing one grocer like Foodworld, for example, would provide 
a faster route to mastering the business than trying to build it from the 
ground up.

HLL Branded Food
Hindustan Lever Branded Food is not a required but rather a parallel 
strategy with HLL Retail. HLL Branded Food could remain limited, 
featuring oil, sauce, beverage and ice cream products currently available 
in addition to a few staples. It could also be expanded to include a whole 
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range of products for the increasingly large middle class. Finally, it could 
support the Regional Grocer Chains by offering a consistent and unified 
suite of food products to all of India for the first time in the country’s 
history. 

IKEA for Food
Getting uniform food production up to scale in the Indian sub-continent 
is going to require systems to be built to support the process of serving 
customers’ expectations. If consistency is the key, one could look to 
the Swedish houseware company’s model of packaging. Could food be 
“packaged” to be easy to make, take little space, require few additional 
items to enjoy? Innovation in this direction could have a radical impact 
on Indian consumers and more generally, on Unilever. The potential 
environmental impact of this direction requires more careful consideration. 

POP Materials
Already a competency of Unilever and its Indian subsidiary, the building 
out of a Grocer Chain run by HLL would require a new kind of effort and 
resource allocation to serve the growing population and rising class needs. 
A greater variety of food offerings in addition to better interaction with 
customers requires improved point of purchase systems.

Leverage Non-food Brands
Hindustan Lever is, in many ways, a powerhouse company. It is highly 
recognizable with over 2/3 of the total Indian population using HLL 
products. HLL could leverage those current product relationships through 
promotions and, where it make sense, more direct brand relationships.

Strategic Mix

HLL Retail is an extremely aggressive strategy that introduces a new 
node to the grocer market in urban Indian life. While some grocer 
chains currently exist, HLL Depot will look to enhance the chains it 
builds nationally, providing a new experience for consumers through 
capitalization of scale and national brand recognition.
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HLL Branded Food

For a burgeoning urban middle class in India, 
desiring greater convenience, consistency and 
quality in national food, HLL Branded Food 
will provide a new packaged food experience 
with which delivers on the groups aspirational 
needs.

Overview

Parallel to but not necessarily required for HLL Retail is a new suite of 
HLL Branded Food products. Middle and upper class Indians look for a 
consistency and quality that could be addressed by a whole new line of 
packaged branded food products. If this could be connected in the value 
web through to farmers, the Indian middle and upper classes would help 
transform the agricultural industry by supporting farmers growing more 
high value crops.

System Concepts Detailed

Tiered Food Products
The rise of India’s middle class presents Hindustan Lever with sizable 
opportunities to expand its food product portfolio. Conservative estimates 
would put the size of India’s middle class close to 300 million, nearly the 
size of the entire United States. This aspirational group will expect and 
respond to branded, premium and organic products like never before.

Vitamin Supplement
Nutrition is a serious issue in India. Hindustan Lever could create a 
branded Vitamin Supplement developed and produced exclusively in India. 
In this way, it could significantly impact the country’s health while utilizing 
the historically large agricultural and currently vast R&D capabilities.

HLL Seal of Freshness
Similar to HLL Branded Food, this mark could be a sign to customers of 
consistency in food products throughout the whole of India. Unlike a fully 
branded food concept, however, the Seal would also allow other companies’ 
identities to garner notice. The Seal could be used on unbranded local fresh 
fruits and vegetables.
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HLL Brewery
The current volume of alcohol and especial beer and wine is exceedingly 
low per capita currently in India. This is largely due to two main 
factors: current “per volume” taxes which makes hard alcohol far more 
economically attractive to customers as well as legislation which dictate 
some states as “dry”, i.e., banning alcohol. Demand could be extremely 
high, however, if policy changed and the opening of the country to 
international norms continues. HLL could begin test growing hops, 
grains and other beer inputs within India and possibly open a small 
micro-brewery to develop some internal competencies. These preparations 
with a plan to rapidly grow with a shift in policy could put HLL into a 
dominating position in the market. 

Brand Campaign (a la Starbucks)
Hindustan Lever is a socially responsible company making important 
contributions to India’s future. Through its Citizen Lever programs like 
Project Shakti, it has enabled millions while significantly growing its 
business. HLL should continue making a positive societal impact and 
promote this philosophy heavily in and outside the country.

Strategic Mix

HLL Branded food is a balanced strategy that looks to expand the 
company’s current product offerings with a larger breadth and depth of 
packaged food goods. More specifically, tiered food brands with a new 
Indian premium brand experience will be introduced to capitalize on the 
new spending power of the urban middle-class.
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Strategy Implementation

The implementation of strategic initiatives 
as broad and deep as those presented here 
represent a difficult problem in terms 
of practicality for companies the size of 
Hindustan Lever. Not only do new offerings 
need to be created, but human resource 
issues, company structure and process all need 
to be designed well to help ensure success. 
The following is an implementation plan, 
broken into three phases, that considers each 
of these issues across the two broad strategic 
directions and the five system level initiatives.

Overview

Trends in India, the market, and HLL’s core competencies present 
some interesting opportunities for new strategies. The India economy 
is booming with nearly 8% growth in GDP (see Appendix). It is one of 
the fastest growing economies in the world. This growth is being fueled 
largely through foreign investment, population growth and by the new IT 
and service industries blooming in cities like Bangalore. Workers in this 
relatively new part of the Indian economy now make up a middle class that 
numbers nearly 300 million and nearly all live in major cities. This middle 
class has an aspirational viewpoint and unprecedneted buying power. The 
Indian government, both responding to and supporting this growth and 
move to the cities, is investing in a massive infrastructure upgrade which 
will link the major cities like never before. Yet, the agricultural sector 
that currently supports 600 million Indian citizens is severely lagging in 
productivity. In its current state, it cannot support the higher and more 
diverse demands nor can it adequately pull its weight in fueling economic 
growth.
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Near term Medium term Long term
0-2 years
Few farms & stores

2-5 years
Many farms and stores

5+ years
Farms & stores throughout country

HLL Depot

Set up HLL
branded food

Farmers
Newsletter

Begin program development

Start info
distribution
process

Establish village
relationships

Hire/train
teachers

Create farmer
advocacy
program

Strengthen relationships
with village leaders Trial villages

Initiate HLL
learning network

HLL retail
division

Build HLL
Depot Facilities

Contact ITC
(partnership?)

Evaluate regional chains
for purchase Evangelize

internally

New payment
processes

Promotional
campaign

Limited trials of current food
products in groceries & Shakti

Hire CAs &
personnel

Hire managers,
R&D, etc,

Hire & train regional
management

Contract farmers for
new products

Build IT for new crops

Build out more
Facilities organically

Buy regional chain
and test market

Build factories
for new food

Build formal curriculum
and school space

Buy/consolidate
available land

Prototype
roaming choupal

Institute supply
chain management

Strike new deals/systems
for new products

Start teaching

Ad campaign

Promote classes

PR campaign for
coops/organizations

Build out organically

Buy & build (or sell)

Product portfolio
management

Build out national
agri-education & research

Continue consolidation of farms

Build out through
farmers

National ad campaign

Launch new
products

People
Structure
Proccess
Communication
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Near Term  0 – 2 years

This initial stage of implementation will focus on agricultural directives and 
in laying the groundwork for the more complex consumer focused ones, 
HLL Retail and Branded Food. 

HLL Learning Network
This is the easiest initiative and is of relatively low cost to implement in this 
phase mainly because of it is information based. Hiring and training a suite 
of teachers or farmer mentors who could tour the country would be the 
first step in implementation directly followed by putting together a set of 
best practices from the best international resources. The Learning Network 
would spend most of this phase establishing relationships with villages 
and farmers and giving initial classes. The Shakti network already in place 
would be leveraged to provide space for learning and distribution until the 
HLL Depot facilities are built.

Farmer Advocacy Board
In parallel with the Learning Network, the Advocacy Board will be 
created with mentors from the Network and village farmers themselves. 
The first task in this initiative is to complete a research project to discover 
best practices with farmer coperatives. An understanding of how land is 
managed, how decisions are made by the group on what crops to plant, 
the distribution of revenues, and finally, governance structures are key for 
HLL to distribute worthwhile information to small farmers. Once this 
information is gathered, a packaged “co-op in a box” could be created to 
give to farming communities cheaply or at no charge depending on the 
robustness and expense of the solution.

HLL Depot
As a model like the HLL Depot exists already in companies like ITC, the 
first phase of implementation would consist of an appraisal and initial 
meetings with current vendors of e-choupal like solutions. To get this 
initiative up and running as quickly as possible a partnership with ITC 
would be preferable. HLL and ITC have similar but not directly competing 
businesses so it is possible the partnership could be a win-win situation for 
both companies. In addition, the near term phase would require contacting 
and hiring of one regions Commission Agents so that the bypassing of 
the mandi system does not completely disrupt the current system. In this 
first phase, HLL will focus on one region only so that they can perfect the 
Depot model before rolling it out nationally.

HLL Retail
Retail is a huge and extremely risky venture that could prove to be HLL’s 
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biggest success or failure. As the expense required to own and operate a 
chain of grocers is high, it is essential to get it right and be flexible if things 
do not develop according to plan. For this reason, HLL’s first order of 
business would be the hiring of seasoned and veteran senior management 
for their Retail business. Hiring known international management as well 
as those who are currently successful running chains within India would 
give the company a good base from which to investigate the market. This 
first phase will be heavily research focused with an evaluation of current 
regional chains for possible purchase as well as contextual user observation 
to confirm adequate unmet needs to justify this huge expense. Finally, HLL 
would have to consider end-to-end enterprise resource management IT 
infrastructures on which this new larger and more complex company could 
be run. 

Branded Food
The near term phase of HLL’s new wider Branded Food initiative will 
mainly be focused on hiring new staff to create these new products as well 
as do user observation on what types of new packaged food would be most 
desired by these new middle-class consumers. If possible, limited trials or 
product launches could be instituted near the end of this first phase.

Medium Term  2 - 5 years

This second stage of implementation will bring about a relatively large 
capital expenditure in each initiative. These expenditures could be 
staggered throughout this three year period to not stress any individual 
year’s balance sheet.

HLL Learning Network
The second phase of implementation for the Learning Network marks the 
groundbreaking of HLL University. This brick-and-mortar institution will 
be focused on agricultural research and education for India. HLL would 
fund the institution and would receive new process and product ideas as 
a result. It will be essential to hire world-reknowned faculty to head the 
school and provide initial input on curriculum and research programs.

Advocacy Board
The better organization resulting from work in the near term phase will 
enable a new type of financing to be offered to these newly organized 
farmer cooperatives. HLL will have to hire a number of people who can 
manage loans, risk, insurance, and the more complex financial aspects of 
this initiative. In addition, programs to “buy-out” those rural farmers who 
wish to make a move to the city will be created. Regardless of whether 
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dealing with co-ops or putting together large farms, better financing will 
be provided so that they can take advantage of the latest equipment and 
farming techniques. A broad publicity and marketing communications 
campaign will be put into effect to make farmers aware of these new 
opportunities. 

HLL Depot
With partnerships forged and the learnings from one region being 
implemented, HLL would ramp up the Depot model to touch most 
of India’s rural agricultural communities. More specifically, HLL could 
leverage the land and facilities currently being used by Project Shakti to 
build the additional structures and communications infrastructure needed 
to support HLL Depots across India. During this phase, the correct 
balance of HLL employees at each facility could be understood and HLL 
could start to sell more of their own products out of the Depot.

HLL Retail 
With the single biggest financial expenditure of these new strategies for 
HLL, management would decide on which regional grocer chain to first 
purchase and enter the retail market. This chain must be small enough to 
use as a prototype yet successful enough with good management to support 
being ramped up. It is essential in this phase to be flexible in approach but 
controlled financially. This new strategy could be a huge loss for HLL if not 
handled correctly so it should be communicated and promoted company-
wide by top management. In this phase, the supply chain management 
solution decided upon in phase one would also be implemented for this 
first group of stores.

Branded Food
With needs understood and new products having been developed in phase 
one, medium term activities will include contracting farmers to produce 
the necessary crops for these new products and the building of factories 
to manufacture them. As HLL already has extensive competencies in this 
area, this should require little in terms of new human resources, company 
structures or internal processes.

Long Term  5+ years

This final phase is all about extension by taking successful programs and 
rolling them all throughout India. Successful programs would be better 
funded and better publicized while less successful initiatives would be 
evaluated for solutions and refinement or possible cuts. HLL must realize 
that not all of these strategies may be successful in their original design 
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because trends and market conditions change. Any number of government 
or market developments could make one of these initiatives stronger or 
weaker so they must be attacked with a measure of both perseverance and 
flexibility. Strategy is an ongoing process of evaluating conditions and 
responding to them with relevant offerings.
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Conclusion

Hindustan Lever is in a position to 
expand their business competencies to 
the agricultural and retail sectors in order 
to reach India’s enormous population 
with high-quality food products.
Countrywide economic trends are changing the way that companies 
conduct business, fueled by India’s population growth and migration to the 
cities. With the economy booming, people now have greater expendable 
income and demand easy access to new and consistent foodstuffs. India’s 
farms and infrastructure, integral to companies’ abilities to supply 
these new offerings, are not currently able to support this demand. As 
governmental control continues to ease, private companies are developing 
new products and ways to distribute them in order to feed the country’s 
inhabitants and satisfy their desires.  

HLL can ensure that they have adequate control over the products they will 
offer to consumers (both rural and urban), by expanding their influence 
to the entire network of key players in the agricultural production and 
marketing process, from suppliers of agri-inputs to end consumers. On the 
agricultural side, HLL will fulfill farmers’ unmet needs in order to create 
more efficient and productive farms and farmers. On the retail side, direct 
sales to customers will benefit both sides, giving HLL greater knowledge 
on how they can effectively fulfill consumers’ nutritional needs and 
preferences. As HLL acquires intimate knowledge of its end users, it can 
create more desirable products through improvements in the entire value 
web (farming, distribution, processing, etc.), thereby further increasing 
their revenues. 

Controlling the value web will guarantee that HLL is producing products 
that people want; it will  create ways for people to get these products. HLL 
has demonstrated success in reaching the majority of Indians with their 
hygiene products, from wealthy urbanites to the rural poor. Innovative 
marketing strategies and high quality products sold in the cities have 
successfully made HLL one of the most successful companies in India. 
However, HLL realizes that this only represents 35% of the potential 
market. It has been through their projects with the “unwanted” markets, 
such as the 65% of the population that lives and works on farms scattered 
throughout the country, which has made HLL one of the most powerful in 
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India. Their model of distribution, which they have coupled with teaching 
the country of the benefits of good hygiene, can easily be transferred to 
food and nutrition.

In undertaking this nutrition initiative, HLL will be in a position to 
succeed both financially (primarily through urban programs) and socially 
(primarily through rural initiatives). HLL will create products that 
everyone desires thanks to their high quality and convenience, guaranteeing 
economic gain. In addition, following their Citizen Lever projects, HLL 
will also enable India’s population to “look good, feel good, and get more 
out of life” through better nutrition and healthier lifestyle.
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Appendix A - HLL Current Offerings and Brands

Axe: launched in India in 1999; Axe became the leading male deodorant 
brand in India just one year after its launch.
Ayush: shampoos, hair oil, skin cream, soap and nutritional supplements; 
the Ayush Therapy Centres provide personalized service and advice in 
positive health and stress relief, aches and pain relief, skin and hair care 
and weight loss consultation.
Breeze: scented soap for women
Brooke Bond: India’s largest tea brand, touching over 500 million 
consumers; different sub-brands cater to Indians’ tastes and price 
constraints
Bru: Instrumental in virtually creating the entire Instant Coffee category 
as it exists today. It has been at the forefront of most innovations in the 
Instant Coffee category - from coffee-chicory blends, refill packaging, 
vending operations, and Low-unit-price packs.
Clinic: India’s largest selling shampoo
Close-up: First gel toothpaste in India and the first gel toothpaste to 
include fluoride; still leads the market of gel toothpastes; also includes 
toothbrushes
Dove: Soap chemically created to be soothing to all skin types
Fair & Lovely: Based on a revolutionary breakthrough in skin lightening 
technology, Fair & Lovely was launched in 1978. The Hindustan Lever 
Research Centre deployed technology, based on pioneering research 
in the science of skin lightening to develop Fair & Lovely’s patented 
formulation. It acts safely and gently with the natural renewal process of 
the skin, making complexion fairer over a period of six weeks.
Hamam: 78% of Doctors in Tamil Nadu recommend Hamam soap; 
modern and trendy packaging.
Kissan: Ketchup and other sauces, jams, and ready-to-drink products
Knorr Annapurna: Iodized salt; its formulation prevents iodine from 
being lost in transport, storage, or cooking
Kwality Walls: Ice cream made specifically for Indians’ tastes
Lakme: First beauty products in India (products for lips, nails, eyes, face 
& skin)
Lifebuoy: World’s #1 selling soap, launched in India in 1895
Lipton Yellow Label: World’s largest selling tea brand
Liril: Soap known for its ever-changing and risqué advertising campaigns
Lux: “Glamour” soap
Pears: Gentle soap
Pond’s: Beauty products as are sold in the rest of the world
Pepsodent: Anti-germ toothpaste and toothbrushes
Rexona: Beauty soap

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Reona Deos: First deodorant to be launched in India (1995)
Rin: Laundry soap
Sunsilk: Largest beauty shampoo in India
Surf Excel: Powder laundry detergent that reduces the amount of water 
and time needed to rinse by 50%
Wheel: Number one laundry detergent in India

•
•
•
•

•
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Appendix B - Key Hindustan Lever Initiatives

Project Shakti
Shakti is HLL’s rural initiative, targeting small villages with populations 
of 2000 people or less. It seeks to empower underprivileged rural women 
by providing income-generating opportunities, health and hygiene 
education through the Shakti Vani program, and creating access to relevant 
information through the iShakti community portal.

In general, rural women in India are underprivileged and need a sustainable 
source of income. Shakti is a pioneering effort from the private sector 
in creating livelihoods for rural women, organized in Self-Help Groups 
(SHGs), and improving living standards in rural India. Shakti provides 
critically needed additional income to these women and their families, by 
equipping and training them to become an extended arm of the company’s 
operation. 

Started in 2001, Shakti has already been extended to about 50,000 villages 
in 12 states - Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil 
Nadu, Chattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Maharashtra 
and West Bengal (respective state governments and several NGOs are also 
actively involved in the initiative).

Shakti already has about 13,000 women entrepreneurs in its fold. A typical 
Shakti entrepreneur earns a sustainable income of about Rs.700 -Rs.1,000 
per month, which is double their average household income. Shakti is thus 
creating opportunities for rural women to live in improved conditions 
and with dignity, while improving the overall standard of living in their 
families. In addition, it involves health and hygiene programs, which help 
to improve the standard of living of the rural community. Shakti’s reach 
already covers about 15 million rural inhabitants; plans are also being 
drawn up to bring in partners involved in agriculture, health, insurance 
and education to catalyze overall rural development.

Shakti Vani is a social communication program in which women, trained 
in health and hygiene issues, address village communities through meetings 
at schools, village baithaks, SHG meetings and other social forums. 
In 2004, Shakti Vani has covered 10,000 villages in Madhya Pradesh, 
Chattisgarh and Karnataka. 

iShakti, the Internet-based rural information service, has been launched  
in Andhra Pradesh, in association with the Andhra Pradesh Government’s 
Rajiv Internet Village Programme. The service is now available in 
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Nalgonda, Vishakapatnam, West Godavari and East Godavari districts. 
iShakti has been developed to provide information and services to 
meet rural needs in medical health and hygiene, agriculture, animal 
husbandry, education, vocational training and employment and women’s 
empowerment. Its short-term vision is to have scale it up across the country 
to cover 100,000 villages, touch the lives of 100 million rural consumers, 
and 3,500 kiosks. 
 
Competencies: Marketing, sales, native know-how 
Innovation types: Networking, enabling process, service, channel, brand, 
customer experience

Greening Barrens 
HLL’s Water Conservation and Harvesting project has two major 
objectives:  
a. to reduce water consumption in its own operations and regenerate sub-
soil water tables at its own sites through the principles of 5R - Reduce, 
Reuse, Recycle, Recover and Renew;  
b. help adjacent villages to implement appropriate models of watershed 
development.  
 
Water scarcity is one of the biggest crises facing India in terms of spread 
and severity. Water conservation and harvesting in HLL’s own operations 
will help conserve and regenerate this scarce resource; an added benefit 
will be reduction in the consumption of energy that would have been 
spent in converting and using that water. The support to communities 
in developing watersheds will help in the economic development of areas 
adjacent to HLL sites.  
 
Water management is a focus area for all HLL factories. Water conservation 
has been made one of the key performance indicators of an HLL factory. 
Through a series of technology innovations and novel processing routes 
HLL has reduced its ground water consumption by over 50%. HLL has 
also applied technologies that recycle effluent water after treatment – 70% 
of HLL sites are now zero discharge sites. There are many other measures 
- Reverse Osmosis Plants and Solar Evaporation Ponds to name a few. A 
simultaneous benefit is saving in energy that otherwise would have been 
consumed in drawing, pumping or converting water into steam - HLL’s 
energy consumption per unit of production has come down by 61% 
since 1996. Since 2003, all HLL sites have begun to harvest rain water. 
Rain water falling on factory premises is accumulated in ponds, thereby 
renewing sub-soil water tables.  
 
HLL is also committed to extending its efforts on water management to 
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the larger community, and has engaged in community projects in water 
adjacent to manufacturing sites.  
 
The Khamgaon soap factory is located in a dry and arid region of 
Maharashtra and gets limited rainfall. Seven years back the factory started 
a pilot on ‘Watershed Management’ on a 5-hectare plot to prevent soil 
degradation and conserve water. The efforts have resulted in the creation of 
a green belt, which is the only visible green patch in the area. The 5-hectare 
green belt is now a veritable forest of about 6300 trees, including over 1400 
ornamental plants and over 600 fruit-bearing plants. There has also been a 
remarkable improvement in the quality of soil, and significant conservation 
of water. This has been documented in a booklet, ‘Greening Barrens’, so 
that industry, government bodies and communities adopt this widely. 
Encouraged by the results, HLL has extended the model to a neighboring 
village, Parkhed, in association with the TERI and the Bharatiya Agro 
Industries Foundation. The community at Parkhed has already constructed 
47 percolation bunds, 1600 trenches, 6000 running meters of continuous 
contour trenching over 100 hectares and a permanent check dam. About 
30,000 saplings have been planted since 2003. Villagers are now able 
to collect water and utilize it for irrigation post monsoon. The initiative 
received appreciation at the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable 
Development.  
 
In association with an NGO, Vanrai, HLL’s Silvassa manufacturing hub 
(in the Union Territory of Dadra & Nagar Haveli) too has embarked on a 
long-term project of water harvesting, which aims to dramatically change 
water availability, taking it up to year-round availability from 4 months 
at present. At Karchond village, near the Silvassa site, the community has 
built 42 bunds since 2003. Seven of them are on a river running through 
the village, and 11 smaller ones at different water run-off points. This 
has enabled the community to sow a second crop, thereby significantly 
increasing their incomes. Through an Integrated Village Development 
Programme, the project’s domain also includes alternate income-generating 
activities through SHGs, forestry management, education of children, and 
nutrition.  
 
The program of watershed management is being progressively extended 
to other factories. The Hosur Coffee Factory has set an example in low-
cost water harvesting methods. Another example is the Yavatmal Personal 
Products Factory, which has worked with the Social Forestry Department 
of the Maharashtra Government to improve sub-soil water table in the 
area.  
 
HLL’s vision is to continuously develop innovative technologies to 
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further reduce water consumption and further increase conservation in its 
operations. Simultaneously, HLL sites will progressively help communities, 
wherever required, to develop watersheds.

Competencies: Native know-how, innovation 
Innovation types: Networking, core process, enabling process

Happy Homes
Under the Happy Homes initiative, HLL supports special education and 
rehabilitation of children with challenges.

Competencies: Native know-how 
Innovation types: Networking

Lifebuoy Swasthya Chetana
Lifebuoy Swasthya Chetana is the single largest rural health and hygiene 
educational program ever undertaken in India. Its objective is to educate 
people about basic hygienic habits.  
 
It has been developed around the insight that people mistakenly believe 
“visible clean is safe clean”. The program establishes the existence of 
“invisible germs” and the associated risk of infection. In India this is 
important, because diarrhea, caused by invisible germs, is the second 
largest cause of death among children below the age of 5. The project will 
help reduce incidence of such diseases, by raising awareness of preventive 
hygienic practices.  
  
Started in 2002, the program has as of now covered about 15000 villages 
in 8 states - Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal, Orissa, Madhya 
Pradesh, Chattisgarh and Maharashtra; it has already touched about 70 
million people, imparting hygiene education to over 25 million children. 
The vision of this on-going project is to make a billion Indians feel safe and 
secure by focusing on their health and hygiene needs.

Competencies: Marketing, sales, native know-how 
Innovation types: Networking, enabling process

Fair & Lovely Foundation
The Fair & Lovely Foundation is HLL’s initiative which aims at economic 
empowerment of women across India. It aims to achieve this through 
providing information, resources, inputs and support in the areas of 
education, career and enterprise. It specifically targets women from low-
income groups in rural as well as urban India. Fair & Lovely, as a brand, 
stands on the economic empowerment platform and the Foundation is an 
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extension of this promise. The Foundation has renowned Indian women 
from various walks of life as its advisors. Among them are educators, NGO 
activists, and physicians. The Foundation is implementing its activities in 
association with state governments.  
 
In India, low-income families, albeit unwillingly, tend to discriminate 
against female children, in providing opportunities for education and 
enterprise because of resource constraints. The support provided by Fair & 
Lovely Foundation will help girls avail opportunities of higher education 
and acquire skills. The series of projects that have been drawn up to achieve 
the vision include the following:  
 
Careers:  
Career guidance is provided by organizing career fairs. About 500,000 
students have benefited from these career fairs in 150 towns and cities in 
till 2004, getting acquainted with over 200 career options. The program 
offers workshops for career guidance, resume-writing skills, and personality 
development. A career guidance program has also been specially designed 
for television, and is running on three TV channels. Career columns are 
being written and sponsored in different magazines.  
 
Education:  
Scholarships for education such that it opens career avenues, specifically 
targeting low-income groups are being provided. In 2003, the program’s 
first year, 147 students received scholarships.  
 
Enterprise:  
Vocational training  
a. a three-month Home Health Care Nursing Assistant’s Course  
b. skill development in the areas of embroidery and garment designing  
c. professional course for aspiring beauticians.  
 
In all, 400 women have been trained through 2004.  
 
The Foundation has also begun to train “Balwadi” teachers. About 1000 
teachers have so far been trained in Maharashtra and a pilot has begun 
in Bihar. Launched in 2003, Fair & Lovely Foundation seeks to impact 
the lives of about 5000 women by 2005. This will be done through 
scholarships and enterprise initiatives. For career guidance, it seeks to touch 
millions of aspiring women and students in an ongoing program.

Competencies: Native know-how 
Innovation types: Networking, enabling process
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Marketing 
Hindustan Lever’s distribution network is recognized as one of its key 
strengths. Its focus is not only to enable easy access to our brands, but also 
to touch consumers with a three-way convergence - of product availability, 
brand communication, and higher levels of brand experience.  
 
HLL’s products, manufactured across the country, are distributed through a 
network of about 7,000 redistribution stockists covering about one million 
retail outlets. The distribution network directly covers the entire urban 
population.  
 
The general trade comprises grocery stores, chemists, wholesale, kiosks 
and general stores. Hindustan Lever services each with a tailor-made mix 
of services. The emphasis is equally on using stores for direct contact with 
consumers, as much as is possible through in-store facilitators.  
 
At the supermarkets 
Self-service stores and supermarkets are fast emerging in metros and large 
towns. To service modern retailing outlets in the metros, HLL has set up 
a full-scale sales organization, exclusively for this channel. The business 
system delivers excellent customer service, while driving growth for the 
company and the store. At the same time, innovative marketing initiatives 
are taken to provide consumers with experience of our brands at the store 
itself, through product tests and in-store sampling.  
 
In the villages 
HLL has also revamped its sales organization in the rural markets to fully 
meet the emerging needs and increased purchasing power of the rural 
population. The company has brought all markets with populations of 
below 50,000 under one rural sales organization. The team comprises an 
exclusive sales force and exclusive redistribution stockists, under the charge 
of dedicated managers. The team focuses on building superior availability, 
while enabling brand building in the deepest interiors. HLL’s distribution 
network in rural India already directly covers about 50,000 villages, 
reaching about 250 million consumers, through about 6000 sub-stockists. 
 
Harnessing Information Technology  
An IT-powered system has been implemented to supply stocks to 
redistribution stockists on a continuous replenishment basis. The objective 
is to catalyze HLL’s growth by ensuring that the right product is available 
at the right place in right quantities, in the most cost-effective manner. For 
this, stockists have been connected with the company through an Internet-
based network, called RS Net, for online interaction on orders, dispatches, 
information sharing and monitoring. RS Net covers about 80% of the 
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company’s turnover. Today, the sales system gets to know every day what 
HLL stockists have sold to almost a million outlets across the country. RS 
Net is part of Project Leap, HLL’s end-to-end supply chain, which also 
includes a back-end system connecting suppliers, all company sites and 
stretching right up to stockists.  
 
Competencies: Marketing, sales, native know-how, innovation 
Innovation types: Networking, enabling process, service, channel, brand, 
customer experience 
 
Pioneering New Channels  
Hindustan Lever is creating new channels, designed on the same principle 
of holistic contact with consumers.  
 
Hindustan Lever Network (HLN) is the company’s arm in the Direct 
Selling channel, one of the fastest growing in India today. It already has 
about 3.5 lakh consultants - all independent entrepreneurs, trained and 
guided by HLN’s expert managers. HLN has already spread to over 1500 
towns and cities, covering 80% of the urban population, backed by 42 
offices and 240 service centres across the country. It presents a range of 
customized offerings in Home & Personal Care and Foods.  
 
Out-of-Home consumption of products and services is a growing 
opportunity in India, as elsewhere in the world. Hindustan Lever is 
already the largest player in the hot beverages out-of-home segment, with 
over 15000 tea and coffee vending points. The company is expanding 
the network aggressively, in the education, entertainment, leisure and 
travel segments. HLL’s alliance with Pepsi will significantly strengthen this 
channel.  
 
Health & Beauty Services are Hindustan Lever’s simultaneous foray 
to meet the increasing consumer need for such products and services. 
Lakme Salons provide specialised beauty services and solutions, under the 
recognized authority of the Lakme brand. The Ayush Therapy Centres 
provide easy access to authentic Ayurvedic treatments and products.  
 
Competencies: Marketing, sales, native know-how, innovation 
Innovation types: Networking, channel

Project Streamline 
In 1998, Hindustan Lever launched Project Streamline to further extend 
its distribution reach. Under this initiative, the company identifies sub-
stockists in a large village, connected by motorable road to a small town. 
This sub-stockist in turn distributes the company’s products to outlets in 
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Appendix C - Concept Generation Process

Scenario Planning

In considering new directions for both large and small companies alike, 
one of the best exercises available to push strategists to think out of their 
comfort zone is scenario planning. Scenario planning is a process where by 
relevant trends in politics, economics, society, and technology are ranked 
relative to their impact on the business and the certainty that they will, 
indeed, come to pass. In the case of HLL, four scenarios driven by trends 
related to technology and an Indian goverment that could be more or 
less protectionist in the future, were considered. These stories about four 
possible futures allowed our workshop group to envision themselves in the 
future and consdider solutions for problems and opportunities that may 
arise.

Framing of Contexts

Research and analysis provided several important trends that are likely to 
shape the future of India’s agriculture and retail markets. 

Depletion of resources
With 77% of available land already being farmed, arable land is a steadily 
decreasing resource. Additionally, other resources like water are in increas-
ingly short supply. This has led to increased interest in modern and sus-
tainable farming practice, but ignorance and high costs have led to slow 
adoption.

Growing Debt Among Farmers
The lack of a national insurance scheme or institutionalized credit system 
for agriculture makes recovery from losses and debt payback difficult, often 
leading farmers to borrow from private moneylenders and ultimately com-
pounding debt due to higher interest rates.

Increase in Organized Cooperation
Seen through the practice of cooperative farming, there is a strong tenden-
cy among the Indian people to rely on each other for  a variety of needs. 

Increasing Urban Population 
Farmers are abandoning their rural lives for the opportunities seen within 
the big cities. As the cities grow, the number of farmers is slowly decreas-
ing, leaving the future of the agriculture industry even more unsure.
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Rise of national grocery/market chains
With the migration to the cities, centralized locations (markets/supermar-
kets) where people can be assured of a consistent, high-quality product are 
becoming increasingly desired.

Rise of the Middle Class 
As the economy develops, there is an emerging middle class being built 
on  advancements in commercial sectors such as technology services. Those 
in position to benefit from increased foreign direct investment and other  
economic triggers will stand to have a higher standard of living and greater 
buying power.  

Loosening of Restrictive Policies
The loosening of government restrictions on foreign investment in the 90s 
led to explosive economic growth and a booming IT and services industry. 
The agricultural industry has yet to follow the same path.

Slowly developing infrastructure
There is little commonality across India with regard to access or prevalence 
of  communication, utilities or transportation infrastructure. While the 
infrastructure in urban areas  is steadily improving, the rural areas are seri-
ously lagging behind.

Most Important Trends

The trends were analyzed according to two factors: importance to the 
agriculture industry and uncertainty of outcome. While most of the identi-
fied trends were the result of continued problems that could be effected 
or shaped by external forces, two of these trends were mostly dependent 
on action by the Indian government: the loosening of government restric-
tions and the slowly developing infrastructure. While the hope is that the 
Indian governement will continue with these trends, the degree to which 
they will invest in the country’s infrastructure or loosen restrictive poli-
cies is unknown. Therefore, these trends have an inherently high degree of 
uncertainty and should be planned for appropriately.
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Scenario Development

To develop a set of flexible plans for the future, four scenarios were created, 
each one illustrating a different possible forecast. 

The scenarios created are extreme examples, illustrating what may occur if 
either or both of these most important trends continue. While the actual 
future will most likely be a combination of all of these possibilities, consid-
ering these extreme possibilities during concept generation will provide a 
robust and flexible enough concept set, able to adapt to an uncertain future 
within a rapidly changing country.
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Scenario Matrix

A 2x2 matrix was constructed to illustrate 

the four possible scenarios indicated by 

current trends.
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Tech Power

India commits to increasing the strength 
of their infrastructure, but decides to do it 
without outside investment as restrictive 
policies remain in place.
A burst of economic prosperity allows the Indian government to expand 
and upgrade their outmoded agricultural infrastructure while keeping its 
lid on foreign investment firmly in place. Leveraging the nation’s formi-
dable science community, technology-based solutions are brought to bear 
on India’s farming problems while continuing to propel the ever-expand-
ing tech sector. Consequently, distribution and production capabilities are 
elevated significantly along with greatly facilitated knowledge exchange be-
tween farmers and corporations. However, corporations still find it difficult 
to operate within the confines of outdated market and ownership policies.

Relevant trends/issues:
The rise of the middle class, largely in cities, produces a net effect of 
higher demand of quality food with less output
India’s transportation and communications infrastructures are built out 
to unprecedented levels, with utilities also built out in the main cities
Farmers have a lack of access to modern agricultural inputs like seed-
stock, tractors, irrigation, etc.

•

•

•
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First-world

Following the model for success utilized in 
the cities, India drops its restrictive policies 
and invests in a stronger infrastructure for the 
agriculture sector.
Racing ahead to fulfill the promise of their future, India commits to an 
entirely modern infrastructure and drops many formerly restrictive policies. 
With farming resultantly becoming drastically more efficient and profitable 
at both independent and corporate levels, foreign and domestic interests 
invest heavily in the exploding agricultural sector. While India has now at-
tained the capability to feed its rapidly increasing population, its indepen-
dent farmers feel alienated by their apparent loss of power.

Relevant trends/issues:
Competition drives agricultural progress
Not only are farms producing sufficient food, but people are able obtain 
it (via efficient distribution)
Increased reliance on quality products drives the modernization of trans-
portation, resource, and communication networks
Farmers are able to produce greater amounts of food to feed the masses 
in the cities

•
•

•

•
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Status Quo

India continues to focus on urban growth at 
the expense of rural farmers who continue to 
struggle within an outdated and inefficient 
system.
India’s agricultural situation continues to suffer as a result of both strict 
government regulation and lack of access to new technologies. Insufficient 
education and fragmented landholdings curb farmers’ prosperity while 
institutional barriers and policy prevent corporations from dealing with 
farmers directly. Corporate sponsored initiatives attempt to improve farm-
ing techniques and output through education and information sharing, but 
lack of access provides mimimal returns.

Relevant trends/issues:
Farms are extremely small and are heavily in debt
Farmers have a lack of access to modern agricultural inputs like seed-
stock, tractors, irrigation, etc.
Transportation, communications and utilities infrastructures are desper-
ately in need of upgrade
The once important mandi system has become inefficient and a barrier to 
growth of the agriculture sector

•
•

•

•
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Power of Many

India has relaxed formerly restrictive policies 
to allow private corporations direct access to 
farmers and consumers. However, a lagging 
infrastructure makes any real improvements 
difficult.
As a consequence of relaxing of restrictions on foreign investment, along 
with the elimination of outdated policies originally meant to protect the 
farmer, corporations enjoy direct access to farmers and greater opportuni-
ties to develop more efficient farming solutions. However, an outdated 
agricultural infrastructure and lack of access to costly technologies continue 
to limit both in their efforts to build value and implement new systems. 
This situation necessitates the leveraging of India’s enormous population to 
counter deficiencies.

Relevant trends/issues:
Farmers have a lack of access to modern agricultural information and 
inputs, such as seeds, tractors, irrigation, etc.
Middlemen and government have less control over market prices and 
procedures
National grocery store/market chains are gaining popularity
Rise in farmers’ organized cooperation

•

•

•
•
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Workshop

Using scenario planning, the team conducted a workshop drawing on the 
participation of its class members. The purpose of the exercise was to ob-
tain fresh perspectives on the problems being investigated by the team and 
to produce a number of new concepts. This was specifically achieved via a 
number of facilitated brainstorming exercises.

The team presented a five minute summary of the trends and issues in In-
dia they deemed relevant to Hindustan Lever Limited’s core competencies, 
and thus, provided opportunities for innovative and profitable solutions. 
The previously developed scenarios and stakeholders (later used throughout 
the exercises) were covered in summary.

Workshop Presentation

The team presents their findings to the class 

for a brainstorming workshop
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Brainstorm Sessions

The class was divided into four groups, with each one assigned to a 
different scenario. Each group member was given identical 11x17 sheets 
containing the scenario description and with relevant its trends, both of 
which would help constrain and focus their ideas. The worksheet provided 
a central area for concept illustration (drawings, charts, diagrams) along 
with a ruled section allowing the participant to explain his ideas in writing.  

First, groups were allowed to freely create concepts that applied to the 
entire process. Each groupmember was instructed to consider a particular 
role – Supplier, Farmer, Hindustan Lever, Consumer – during their 
concept generation. Groups were given an hour to come up with ideas, 
and then presented ideas to the class for discussion. All worksheets and 
peripheral materials were collected by team members for further analysis.

Brainstorm Session

Each group created solutions based on their 

given scenario.
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Concept Matrix

Following the workshop, team members compiled resulting concepts deter-
mined to be most applicable to the overarching goals of the design project. 
Adding concepts generated within the team, all were clustered to identify 
a range of categories, which include New Product Innovation, Education 
& Communication, Agri-Inputs & Resources, Distribution & Retail, and 
Brand.

Following the initial clustering exercise, team members arranged these 
point concepts into a concept matrix, enabling them to reduce the number 
of categories (down to brand, services, and products) as well as confirm 
each idea’s relevance to the key stakeholders in the value chain.

Concept Clustering

Initial concepts were clustered according to 

similarity and place in the value chain.

Concept Matrix

Concepts were placed into a concept matrix 

for further grouping.
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Symmetric Insight Matrix

Point concepts from the previous clustering exercise (a combination of 
workshop and internally produced ideas) were arranged into an 81x81 
symmetric matrix. Each was then scored against all others for strength of 
relationships. The Insight Matrix tool was then used with Excel to group 
related concepts into clusters.

Following Insight Matrix processing, team members inspected the matrix, 
identifying the most prominent clusters and naming them according to 
their general functions (determined by point concepts of each).

Insight Matrix

Concepts were scored and clustered 

in order to group similar concepts into 

larger concept systems.
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Concept System Evaluation

System level clusters or system concepts culled from the Insight Matrix 
were scored against design criteria deemed most crucial to project viability, 
as well as their relative ease of implementation. The lowest scoring concepts 
were subsequently removed and developed no further. The remaining con-
cepts were refined into more distinct and seperate systems.
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Agri- Education & Organization 4 4 5 4 3 4 4 4 5 3 40 3

Cut-out the Mandi 5 3 3 3 3 5 3 4 4 3 36 3

Branded Food to Retail 4 2 3 2 5 4 2 3 4 5 34 2

Agricultural Offerings-Inputs 4 2 4 4 2 4 4 3 4 2 33 2

Middle to Upper Class Products 4 3 2 3 4 2 1 4 4 5 32 3

Mobile Markets 3 4 3 3 4 1 1 5 4 2 30 5

Experiential Products 2 4 3 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 28 4

Systems Evaluation

Concept Systems were evaluated based 

on value and ease of implementation.
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Evaluate Point Concepts

We then further refined the five concept systems by evaluating their respec-
tive point concepts. In order to simplify each system, point concepts that 
scored too low were eliminated. The remaining point concepts made up the 
five end systems: HLL Depot, HLL Learning Network, the Farmer Advo-
cacy Board, HLL Retail and Branded Food.
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Farming efficiency research 4 2 5 5 5 4 4 5 4 3 41

Resale of bulk input purchases 4 5 4 3 5 3 3 5 5 3 40

Financing/Credit/Insurance 4 3 5 5 4 3 1 5 5 2 37

Farmer organization 4 5 5 4 4 5 3 4 1 2 37

Provide access to large equipment 4 2 4 3 4 5 2 5 4 3 36

Flex workers 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 5 4 1 29

Buy-out/Consolidate farms 3 2 2 4 2 5 4 1 2 4 29

FARMER ADVOCACY BOARD HLL BRANDED FOOD
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Tiered Food Products 5 4 3 3 5 3 3 5 4 4 39

Vitamins 4 4 4 4 5 4 2 5 3 3 38

International Foods 5 3 4 3 5 3 3 4 4 3 37

HLL Seal of Freshness 4 2 4 4 5 3 3 2 3 3 33

HLL Brewery 4 4 2 3 5 3 3 1 3 5 33

Brand Campaign (Starbucks) 4 3 3 3 5 3 3 5 3 1 33

POP Materials 5 4 2 2 5 3 1 5 3 2 32

Wine 4 4 2 2 4 3 3 1 3 4 30

HLL Branded Fruit 2 4 2 4 4 3 1 5 3 1 29

Frozen Food 3 4 3 2 4 2 2 2 2 3 27

HLL DEPOT
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Shakti for farmers (Sailesh) 5 3 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 4 45

e-choupal network 5 2 5 3 4 5 4 3 4 3 38

HLL service desk 4 4 5 3 4 5 3 2 4 3 37

Leverage commission agent skill 3 3 4 3 4 5 3 4 4 2 35

HLL Retail Distribution 4 3 4 5 4 4 3 2 4 3 36

Better scales 3 4 4 3 4 4 2 5 3 3 35

Quality & freshness scanner 3 4 3 3 4 4 2 4 4 3 34

Storage 4 3 3 3 4 5 2 3 4 2 33

LEARNING NETWORK
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Educate village leaders 5 4 3 5 3 2 5 5 4 2 38

Farming school/university 3 3 4 3 5 3 2 5 4 3 35

Nutrition Education 4 4 5 4 4 1 3 5 4 1 35

HLL trained mentor farmers 4 3 2 5 5 2 2 5 3 2 33

Educational Newsletter 4 5 4 3 5 1 1 5 3 1 32

Wired communities 4 2 4 4 5 2 3 2 3 3 32

Create prestige for farming 2 4 4 5 2 1 2 3 2 2 27

Farmer tips on product labels 2 5 1 3 4 1 1 5 2 1 25

HLL RETAIL
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Regional Chains 5 3 4 3 5 4 4 5 4 4 41

HLL Branded Food 5 3 3 2 5 3 3 5 3 3 35

HLL Seal of Freshness 4 2 4 4 5 3 3 2 3 3 33

POP Materials 5 4 2 2 5 3 1 5 3 2 32

IKEA for Food 3 3 2 2 5 3 2 5 3 3 31

Leverage Non-food brands 4 4 2 3 5 1 1 5 3 3 31

"Super"market 2 2 2 2 4 4 2 5 4 3 30

Boutique Grocery 2 3 2 3 4 2 1 5 3 2 27

Point Concept Evaluation

The point concepts of each system  

were evaluated.
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